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31 
32 
JMC 
Class of· 
210,09 
Sameem M Abedin, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Ronnie Abraham, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
34 
Emily Abramson-Chen, MD 
Northwestern University, BA 
Christopher Velasquez 
Almario, MD 
University of California, Berkeley, BS 
35 
36 
Roi Altit, MD 
Florida International University, BS 
Deirdre Ericka Amaro, MD 
Bryn Mawr College, BA 
Doug Anderson, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
Yuliya Anikanova, MD 
Carnegie Mellon University, BS 
37 
Valentin Antoci , MD, PhD 
Concord University, BS 
Anoop Appannagari , MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
38 
I thanle you friends, we traveled fair, achieved so much; 
I than le the teachers who were there to teach this bunch . .. 
.As late we stayed dissecting hands or reading phann, confused 
'Why does it talee an aspirin to bll the fever we bemused . . 
1Repeat 1 over to myself that l [i ppocrntic oath . .. 
<Jhat shall direct my life, my worle, and often even both, 
<Jhe night and day we shall be there to help a man in need, 
Of symptoms, past, or of his soul we shall take heed ... 
'We now depart on our path hoping recall we may 
.A 11 lmowledge taught, all sl~ills begot, a talent to defray 
<Jhe suffering, the pain, the hurt, we' 11 l~eep disease at bay , 
T t 's frightening as pray to f;od I do now everyday . .. 
Maryanne Arienmughare, MD 
Lincoln University, BA 
Bubu Banini, MD 
Swarthmore College, BA 
39 
40 
Selene Kim Bantz, MD 
Georgetown University, BS 
lt{enneth ~arma:ch, Wl:D 
lWl:® 1973 
Wti:chael ~arma:ch, Wl:D 
lWl:®,2004 
Steven James Barmach, MD 
Duke University, BSE 
)fonndh )\{. ll\\armach, 
l:eff:ersnn lSlil::edical 
®nll:e~:e. 1973 
The Traditin.n @n.ntinues ... 
lSlil:foha:el l. ll\\armanh, 
l:eff:ersnn lSlil::edinal 
®nll:e~:e. 2004 
St:ev:e l. ll\\armanh, 
l:eff:ersnn lSlil::edical 
®nll:e~:e. 2009 
Rachel Beard, MD 
Boston University, BA, BS 
David H. Beausang, MD 
It 
' I 
~ 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
41 
42 
Rebecca S. Bernstein, MD 
University of Chicago, AB 
Jason T. Bessey, MD 
Haverford College, BA 
A little 
Gonsideration, a 
little 'Tf.)Ougljt for 
Otl)ers, maRes all 
tlje difference. 
-- Winnie 
tl)e Pool) 
Julianne Biroschak, MD 
Northwestern University, BA 
' I
I 
~ 
~~~~~~H, 
1l 
~ 
11 
~ 
I 
~~ 
Benjamin Black, MD 
University of Rochester, BS 
43 
44 
Laurel Blair, MD 
Dickinson College, BS 
Andrew Joseph Boryan, MD 
James Madison University, BS 
Stephanie Beth Boswell, MD 
Cornell University, BA 
J ilW l 
I 
I 
mi:lliam ~n.swell, Jr., Wl:D 
le£forsn.n Wtedi:cal 
@n.llB~B, 1972 
......... , 
I 
Will Brooks, MD 
University of Virginia, BA 
45 
46 
Michael J. Brown, MD 
University of Buffalo, BA 
Karie Button, MD 
Columbia University, BS 
Colby College, BA 
University of Pennsylvania, MS 
u 71tau, h my 'D4ul, h my 
~d~~enM·--~ 
~~~~~e 
an-d~~ Wi~~I i 
~~#fl,~e. 
Amy Campfield, MD 
Colby College, BA 
(Dr. Benjamin Rush featured above in her stead.) 
Beth Careyva, MD 
Lehigh University, BS 
47 
48 
Travante McNae 
Cartwright, MD 
George Washington University, BS 
Daniel Chen, MD 
Pomona College, BA 
Michael Cheung, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
(Dr. Burrill Bernard Crohn featured in her stead.) 
Jennifer Chillemi, MD 
La Salle University, BA 
49 
Andrew Chou, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Christine Chu, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
50 
Min Jung Chun, MD 
Rice University, BA 
Maureen M. Clarke, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
51 
52 
Jennifer Coats, MD 
Case Western Reserve University, BA 
Charna Michelle Coren, MD 
University of Maryland, BS 
We ha:ve bra:ifzj in. c>ur hea:£ We ha:ve oeet in. c>ur jhc>ej. We ca:n. jteer c>urje/vej in. a:n.'f £·recticm we 
chc>c>je. We 're cm c>ur c>wn.. -{!11.11 we lcn.c>w wha:t we lcn.c>w. We a:re the 'fU'fj whc> '/! /ed/e where tc> re 
-Z::l 2eujj 
<)Af <:? 2009, tha:n.lc 'f<>u OM the orien.'3hipj a:n.1 the memc>riej. !lze /tl:jt O<>ur 'fea:rj 
wewc>me <>6 the tejt tinw tc> te hd !?JI!. tha:n.b o<>r the !c>ve a:n.1 la:urhter. J!.tl:jto/. 
ma:n.ytha:n.h tc> m'f oa:mi/y, ejpeczdfy ){c>m a:n.1 Oa:l whc> lcept me 'f<>in.'f a:n.1 a:re 
in.cre£·&e jupp<>rt 24/7, !J cc>u!J n.c>t ha:ve rfan.e thu withc>ut di <>O 'f<>U. 
Jeffrey Costanzo, MD 
Lehigh University, BA 
-
_, 
--
John Patrick Dahl, MD 
Villanova University, BS 
I 
I 
~ 
Pennsylvania State University, PhD, MBA 
53 
Vincent Dam, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
(Dr. Charles Drew featured above in hi s stead. ) 
Deepak Das, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
54 
Kristen L. Dauphinee, MD 
Rutgers, Newark, BA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Jessica Marie Davidson, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
55 
Erika Davis, MD 
New York University, BS 
Aaron R.L. Dawes, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
56 
Sarah De Boer, MD 
Hope College, BA 
Katharine Claire 
DeGeorge, MD, MS 
The College of William and Mary, BS 
57 
Jeffrey Derham, MD 
Dartmouth College, BA 
Kiran Devaraj, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
58 
to all HtJJ 
friends and 
familJJ who 
he I ped me 
qet this far., 
thank Hou. I 
love JJOU all. 
Marc Shivok Diamond, MD 
Duke University, BA 
Sarah Dickinson, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
59 
60 
David Dieu, MD 
University of California, Irvine, BS 
University of Pennsylvania, DMD 
(Dr. Frederick Banting featured above in his stead.) 
Marylee Hoyle Dilling, MD 
University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, BS, BA 
"/he &ejf a:.n.cl o-n./y wa:.y to- a:.tto-Lt:f 
wo-'lk fj to- !o-tte wha:.t yo-u Jo- jCJ- tht 
, fj n.o- /o-n.f e'l wMi. " -2'.t:fney 'h:a:.n.. 
11 Never let schooling interfere w ith your 
education. 11 
-Mark Twain 
¥ "' 
Thank you to my friends, family, and 
Jefferson for making the last four years 
S'vY,.eet; best of luck to my fellow, 
Rbysicians in the .. class of 'O<(l 
r 
Clarissa Adrianna Doi, MD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, BS 
(Dr. Harvey Cushing featured below in her stead.) 
Michelle Doll, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
61 
62 
Jared Duncan, MD 
Colgate University, BA 
Ignacio A. Echenique 
Catinchi, MD 
Yale University, BA 
Matthew Eldridge, MD 
Cornell University, BS 
-
Justin EldridgB, lWl'.• 
lBf fBrso.n lWl'.Bdinal 
@o.llBgB,2007 
Ross David Ellison, MD 
University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, BA 
63 
64 
Rachel Lee Epstein, MD 
Wesleyan University, BA, MA 
I 
Joanna Dominika Fertala, MD 
Saint Joseph's University, BS 
oo "'H pa't.en.tt., !J.ola an.cl o'l11clueJ an.cl "'H t.it.te't. %ui.a, an.cl to <JW.a.n., 
cf"o't. 9ou't. tli.ou3./1.t(u1net.t. an.cl a.en.e't.ot.i.9J.. fcom 9ou q Ii.ave lea't.llecl mucli. c 
li.fe 't. pli.i.lot.op"tJ.. o!i.a.ni< 11-ou t.i.llce1t.e{¥ fo1t. all tli.e Q11c1t.ecli./Jle t.u.ppo't.t a.n.c 
en.cou't.aa.emen.t ove't. th.et.e lat.t fou't. 9ea't.t. th.at Ii.at. U11clou.hte"'tJ. h1t.ou11-h.t m 
/i.e't.e/ 
GOli~ATULATIOliS TO ld~ t}fdG 2009 GOLLEAGUU _ . ..,. 
~lfGW~txxITC$1 
Leslie Finkel MD 
University of Michigan, BA 
Michael Alan Fishman, MD 
Franklin & Marshall College, BA 
65 
Elizabeth Fleming, MD 
Princeton University, AB 
(Hippocrates featured above in her stead.) 
Benjamin Fogel, MD 
Brown University, BS 
66 
Desmond Francis 
Arulanandam, MD 
Methodist College Brickfields 
'"'''''-""-) 
Brandon J. Fumanti, MD 
Denison University, BS 
67 
68 
Michael Garcia-Roig, MD 
University of Florida, BA 
Srpouhi Gasparyan, MD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, BS 
--, 
Neena Desai Ghose, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
johns Hopkins University, MHS 
Lauren Gilmore, MD 
Harvard College, BA 
69 
70 
Heidi Rebecca 
Goedicke, MD 
Franklin & Marshall College, BA 
Drexel University, MS 
Aparna Goel, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Krista Goodman, MD 
West Chester University, BS 
(Dr. Jean Martin Charcot featured below in her stead.) 
Nicolle Gorby, MD 
Swarthmore College, BA 
Johns Hopkins University, MPH 
71 
72 
Ashok Gowda, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS, BA 
Neerav Goyal, MD, 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Johns Hopkins University, MPH 
I need to thank my parents, 
fami ly, and friends for all of 
your love, support, and 
guidance over the years. You 
have all helped me become 
the man I am today. I am so 
grateful to be surrounded by 
such wonderful people, and it 
is truly a blessing to have 
each and every one of you in 
my life. 
" Struggles of some kind are the inevitable lot of every man who is not born with a silver spoon in his mouth. I 
1ad mine, but they were the struggles of early life, and I thank God for them, for they taught me patience and 
~erseverance and self-reliance, those powerful aids in developing character. But they did not discourage me. 
? n the contrary, I felt as Sheridan felt whe~ he made his maiden speech in the British House of Commons, that 
~was in me, and would come out of me; or, as Erskine expressed it on a simi lar occasion, 1 fe lt as if my 
1hildren were tugging at my coat, and urging me on to industry and perseverance that I might supply their 
qecessities. A brave man never yie lds to despair. His motto is Perseverantia omnia vincit! I have never lost 
sight of the fact that what a man soweth he shall reap, or that, ' if the spring show no blossoms, autumn will 
show no fruit. "' 
-,Samuel D. Gross, M.D. (1805 -1884) 
r 
Julia Grammatikopoulou, MD 
Duke University, BS 
-
ihhll.ii 
John C. Greenwood, Jr., MD 
Rutgers University, BS 
73 
Francis Lawson Grumbine, MD 
Washington & Lee University, BS 
(Dr. John Hutchinson featured below in hi s stead.) 
Jeffrey Guarino, MD 
Franklin and Marshall, BA 
74 
To my parents, 
T h a nk you so muc h for e v erything you h a v 
don e f o r m e. This h as been a c h a llenging 
e ndeav o r in m a n y w ays, a n d it is your 
d edicatio n a nd s u pport tha t m a d e it possib le 
Love, 
Law son 
Vik Gulati, MD 
Boston University, BA, MA 
f'' 
L. David Hall, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
i 
' 
75 
76 
Erin Hamilton, MD 
Washington & Lee University, BS 
Sarah Harm, MD 
Boston University, BS 
University of Pennsylvania, MS 
~s~~~ 
~~~Med~® 
W0 reA9fJ~ dl0 ~~ 
as~ as r@Ss~. 
--Erf\GtL. W~~ 
Rachel Harris, MD 
Brandeis University, BA 
( r. Joseph Lister eatured above in her stead.) 
Laura j. Heinmiller, MD 
Villanova University, BS 
77 
78 
j. Welles Henderson, MD 
Harvard College, BA 
Christopher H. Henry, MD 
Princeton University, BA 
live with intention. 
walk to the edge. 
listen hard. 
practice wellness. 
play with abandon . 
laugh . 
choose with no regret. 
continue to learn. 
appreciate your friends . 
do what you love. 
live as if this is all there is . 
--mary anne radmacher 
David Henry, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Trish Henwood, MD 
Georgetown, BA 
79 
Daniel Herman, MD 
United States Naval Academy, BS 
(Dr. Louis Pasteur featured above in his stead.) 
Heidi M Hermes, MD 
Pacific Lutheran University, BS 
80 
A Physician's Prayer 
"It becomes every person who purposes to give himself to 
the care of others, seriously to consider the four following 
things: First, that he must one day give an account to the 
Supreme Judge of all the lives entrusted to his care. 
Second, that all his skill and knowledge and energy, as 
they have been given him by God, so they should be 
exercised for His glory and the good of mankind, and not 
for mere gain or ambition. Third, and not more beautifully 
than truly, let him reflect that he has undertaken the care 
of no mean creature; for, in order that he may estimate 
the value, the greatness of the human race, the only 
begotten Son of God became himself a man and thus 
ennobled it with His divine dignity, and far more than this, 
died to redeem it. And fourth, that the doctor being 
himself a mortal human being, should be diligent and 
tender in relieving his suffering patients, inasmuch as he 
himself must one day be like a sufferer." 
-- Dr. Thomas Sydenham (1624-1689) 
r-
1 
I 
I I 
11 
-
Darren Hirsch, MD 
Haverford College, BS 
I 
_I 
Karla A. Hirshorn, MD 
The College of New Jersey, BS 
81 
Karen A. Hoerst, MD 
The University of Scranton, BS 
Jessica Hoge, MD 
Allegheny College, BS 
82 
I have come to a frlghtenlng 
conclusion that I am the declslve 
element. It ls my personal approach 
that creates the climate. It ls my 
dally mood that makes the weather. 
I possess tremendous power to make a 
llfe miserable or joyous. I can be a 
tool of torture or an instrument of 
1nsp1rat1on. I can hum111ate or 
humor, hurt of heal. In all 
sltuatlons, lt ls my response that 
decides whether a crlsls will be 
escal ated or de-escalated, and a 
person humanized or de-humanized. 
If we treat people as they are, we 
make them worse . If we treat people 
as t hey ought to be, we help t hem 
become what they ' re capable of 
becoming. 
-Goethe 
Robin Horak, MD 
Whitman College, BA 
Andrea Hunt, MD 
University of Michigan, BS 
83 
84 
Jennifer Hurd, MD 
Liberty University, BS 
®lenn :b-. }\Jyatt, :tall@J 
l ef fersn.n :taledi:cal 
@n.llege, 1978 
Adam Extein Hyatt, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
"<f o laugh often and love 111uch; to win the 
respect of intelligent pmons and the affection of 
children; to earn the apprnbation of honest 
citi.zens and endure the betrayal of false friends; 
to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; 
to give of one's self; to leave the world a bit 
better, whether by a healthy child , a garden 
patch or a redeemed socrnl condition; to have 
played and laughed with enthusiasm and sung 
with exultation ; to lenow even one life has 
bFeathed easie1f because you have lived -- this is 
to have succeeded. " 
--Ralph Waldo C111erson 
"Y'OU WIN A FEW, Y'ou LOSE A 
FEW, SOME 6ET RAINED OUT 
BUT, Y'ou GOT TO DRESS FOR 
ALL OF THEM."J 
SATCHEL PAIGE 
Daniel Ikeda, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Salvador Francis Calo 
lloreta·, MD 
Tulane University, BS 
85 
86 
Whitney Erika Jackson, MD 
McGill University, BS 
-
Frederick john jaecklein, MD 
Michigan State University, BS 
Amelia Marie Jernigan, MD 
Tulane University, BS 
Shiveindra Jeyajohan, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
87 
David Juice, MD 
University of Scranton, BS 
Melissa Jung, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
88 
Daron Ashely Kahn, MD 
Brown University, BS 
(Dr. Andreas Vesalius featured below in his stead.) r .. . .... , .......... "' .. ., ... ......  lbclM M!IUUP llllll 
Hasan Kakli, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
89 
Eyad I. Kanawati, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
(Dr. Carl Jung featured below in his stead.) 
Justin Kane, MD 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, BS 
90 
Benjamin Katz, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
r · ·•n1:1 ""' """""''"mm 1 ''"'"'- "'' <lfl'• ··• - .-•' 
Rachel Kaufman, MD 
Swarthmore College, BA 
91 
Cecilia Clarke Kelly, MD 
Fordham University, BA, BS 
Stanislav Kelner, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
92 
Mazdak Khalighi, MD 
University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, BS 
Deborah Kim, MD 
University of Pittsburgh, BA 
93 
Grace Namjung Kim, MD 
University of California 
' 
Los Angeles, BA 
Eitan Kimchi, MD 
University of Chicago, BA 
94 
Nancy King, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA, BAS 
Boston University, MA 
Britta Kocak, MD 
Wake Forest University, BS 
95 
96 
Stephen J. Koczirka, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Geoffrey Koff, MD 
New York University, BA 
Liz Krebs, MD 
Carleton College, BA 
-
Beth Melissa Krouse, MD 
Haverford College, BS 
97 
98 
Brooks Kuhn, MD 
University of California, 
Santa Barbara, BS 
Nikhil Kumta, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Shanu Kurd, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA, MHS 
University of Pennsylvania, MSCE 
(Dr. Sigmund Freud featured above in her stead.) 
(Dr. Wi lliam Harvey featured below in his stead.) 
David Lally, MD 
Vanderbilt University, BE 
I 
I 
{ 
I 
99 
Kathleen M. Lamb, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
Monica Lancellotti, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
100 
With much thanks ... 
Mom and Dad- for your generosity 
and for being my examples for all the 
important things 
Anne and Liz- for all the laughs 
Dave- for your perspective and daily 
encouragement 
The Pride- for walking with me on 
this journey 
Michael Dominic Lee, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
(Dr. Ignaz Semmelweis featured below in her stead.) 
Wai Jenn Lim, MD 
International Medical University 
101 
Adam Lindsay, MD 
Lafayette College, BS 
Adam j. Lipman, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
102 
Kirsten L. Lovgren, MD 
Brown University, BS 
Michael Macciocca, MD 
Temple University, BS 
103 
Timothy Madden, MD 
Dickinson College, BS 
Christopher Martin, MD 
Muhlenberg College, BS, BA 
104 
"too few pictures, and too many memories_ to 
montreal , to music, to one candle power, to Wl131 , 
the Adam 13rown and montreal shows, to 
christine and all of my dearest friend s wherever 
you may roam, to those 1 have loved and lost, to 
the joys and heartaches; to the countless hours of 
work, and to all those who have supported me 
throughout, and above all , to my family: mom, 
and dad, and mahan - i would truly be nowhere 
without you_ i love you all , and i can only 
hope that 1 will make you proud_" 
Alexis Mascitti, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
Moses Mathur, MD 
McGill University, BS, MS 
105 
106 
Katherine Hennesy McDonnell, MD 
Ursinus College, BA, BS 
Daniel F McKinley, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Victoria M. Mead, MD 
Franklin & Marshall College, BA 
-
Rachel Mendez, MD 
College(s), Degree(s) 
107 
108 
Alexander Francis Mericli, MD 
Allegheny College, BS 
'WlHl!lii a WITUll' s-www 
.,.,,.-~~ ~~~...,....-~ 
Chris Miller, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Christopher Mingrone, MD 
Loyola Marymount University, BS 
Leslie Moroz, MD 
Harvard College, AB 
109 
110 
Eric J. Moskowitz, MD 
Duke University, BA 
Widner University, MBA 
Emily Murphy, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
Timothy Murphy, MD 
Washington and Lee, BA 
(Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell featured below in his stead.) 
Narayanan Nair, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
111 
Christine Nevins-Herbert, MD 
Connecticut College, BA 
Chee Yuan Ng, MD 
International Medical University 
112 
Kiki Nin, MD 
Brown University, BA 
---
Laila Nurmohamed MD 
McGill University, BS 
I 
I 
' I ~ 
113 
Amy E. O'Connell, MD, PhD 
Merrimack College, BS 
(Dr. John Hunter featured below in her stead.) 
Neha Ohri, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
114 
I 
"Not in tl)e clamor of tl)e 
crowded street, not in tl)e 
sl)outs and plaudits of tl)e 
tl)rong, J.<Jut in ourselves, are 
triumpl) and def eat." 
-H.W. lxmgf ellow 
Gregory W. Oldham, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
Robert F. Olszewski Jr., MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
115 
Arayel Osborne, MD 
Emory University, BS 
_ ..• 1*1l!Ul!! . . !. J.!.J.ld.atm il ll!l!f.l!l!iJilll!ili'. 
Neal Palejwala, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
116 
Lori Beth Pandya, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
William John Parkes IV, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
117 
Chirag Rajan Patel, MD 
johns Hopkins University, BS 
Ravi Patel, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
118 
B. Niluk Peiris, MD 
Lehigh University, BS 
Thomas Morgan Pembroke,MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
11 9 
Michelle Ann Piel, MD 
DeSales University, BS 
(Dr. Rene Laennec featured below in his stead.) 
Daniel Powell, MD 
Yale University, BA 
120 
"Dictionary is the only place 
success comes before work. 
Mord work is the price we mus1 
pay for success. I think you cm 
accomplish anything ii' you're 
willing to pay the price." 
-Vince Lombardi 
Steven Presciutti, MD 
Lafayette College, BS 
Dwight H Pringle, MD 
Trinity College, BA 
121 
Kimmie Pringle, MD 
Cornell University, BA 
Nicole Pritz, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
122 
We jhall nc>t ce0e 6wm 
ex.plc>taficm, a:nrl the enrl 
c>6 a:ll c>ut ex.plc>tLn'f will 
6e tc> a:ttive whete we 
jtatterl a:nrl kMw the 
place 6c>t the 61bt time. -
/.!?. Dliat 
Rachel Putman, MD 
Saint Lawrence University, BA 
MAiAl1111111111'!!M!l. !l!ll 
Lee Rabinowitz, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
- ,f'. ~---'!€' 
' f(tt.'L ; 
123 
124 
Andrew Radu, MD 
University of Pensylvania, BA 
Heather Ragozine-Bush, MD 
Rowan University, BS 
Feraz N. Rahman, MD 
Duke University, AB 
University of Pennsylvania, MS 
I 
' II 
miliiAl111liJ .' l_lj '' .'~ 
David Raj, MD 
Columbia University, BS 
125 
126 
Sheena K. Ramdeen, MD 
Brandeis University, BA 
Hugo M. Razo, MD 
University of California, 
Los Angeles, BS 
Brian Paul Riff, MD 
University of Southern California, BA 
Dennis $. ~i££, :tail'.:11 
le£forsnn :tail:eilfoal 
@nllege, 1971 
Kristin Ann Riley, MD 
The University of Scranton, BS 
127 
Wendy Rizzo, MD 
Duke University, BS 
______ ._"""""""_' _.mrii_. ---""''"""''~ 
Lamar Robinson, MD 
Morehouse College, BS 
128 
Peter Roe, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
(Dr. Robert Koch featured above in his stead.) 
Laura Michele Rosenberg, MD 
Emory University, BS 
129 
John Patrick Rowlands, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BA 
Jascha Rubin, MD 
Yeshivah University, BS 
130 
Alice Marie Ruscica, MD 
Villanova University, BS 
Jess Saini, MD 
University of Maryland 
Baltimore County, BS 
131 
132 
Alicia Sanchez, MD 
Wellesley College, BA 
' l!Oenu~ . ~! okhilil!ll!UlllHll lllllHlllMH!!IA!IMMRfln 111'M!lil!,nil! l !lltilliii!HN!llil 
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Alexandra Helling Sawicki, MD 
Yale University, BA 
Nadia Helling Sawicki, MD 
Yale University, BA 
Steven J Schaefer, MD 
University of Portland, BS 
133 
134 
Ted Schroeder, MD 
Bucknell University, BS 
-
r:=--d --
Kristen Jennifer Scully, MD 
Rowan University, BS 
J.ife ~ me1te{¥ footh. and /,u},/,/e. 
d wo th.in.a.~ ~tand lil<e ~tone: 
C/(Jn.dn~~ in. anoth.e't '~ t'tou.hle, 
eou'taa.e in. OU't own. 
-o/il<'tam 8eth. 
Elaine Seaton, MD 
Kenyon College, BA 
Mark A. Seeley, MD 
University of Rochester, BS 
135 
136 
jay Christopher Sellers, MD 
Ithaca College, BA 
Jeannie Seu-Giordano, MD 
University of California, 
Berkeley, BA 
Gaetan Sgro, MD 
The College of William and Mary, BA 
Kavita Shah, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
The University of Pennsylvania, MBE 
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138 
Nisha Narayan Shah, MD 
Smith College, BA 
(Dr. Samuel D. Gross featured below in his stead.) 
~··- ~""~ 
' t 
t 
I 
Waleed Shah, MD 
Villanova University, BA 
From inability to let well alone, from too much zeal for new and contempt for what is 
old, from putting knowledge before wisdom, science before art and cleverness before 
common sense, from treating patients as rnses and from making the cure of the 
disease more grievous than the endurance of the same, ... deliver us. 
-- Sir Robert Hutchinson 
Pranav Sharma, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Daniel Sheibley, MD 
University of Richmond, BS 
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Kelly Sheridan, MD 
Fordham University, BS 
(Dr. Ambroise Pare featured below in his stead.) 
Joshua Siglin, MD 
The University of Scranton, BS 
140 
Andrew Singleton, MD 
Evergreen State College, BA, BS 
(Dr. William Halsted featured above in his stead.) 
Michael P. Smith, MD 
University of Delaware, BA 
141 
Anna Soltys, MD 
University of Notre Dame, BS 
(Dr. Willem Johan Kolff featured above in her stead.) 
Cindy Soon, MD 
International Medical University 
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'f-7wetve the 3ftentph at my &arly amf at my 3aul that they evet &e tear/y ta cheettully help amf 3uppatt tich amf 
paat. raal anl tal. enemy (f_j well (f_j ttieml JJn the juMmt !et me 3ee anly the human &einr- JJllumine my 
mini that it tecarniJe what pwenb ibe/6 anl that it may camptehenl what i3 a&3ent at hir/len. /!et it nat tail ta 
3ee what fj vi3i&le, tut le, nat petmit it ta anarate ta ibef6 the pawet ta 3ee what cannat te 3een, tat lelicate anl 
inletinite ate the &aun'3 at the rreat att at catinr tat the !t·ve3 anl health at 1hy cteatuw. /!et me nevet &e 
a&3ent- minlel. Atay na 3ftanre thau'fhb lt.·vett my attentian at the &e'3irle at the 3ick. at cfi3tut& my mini in ib 
dent la&at3, tat rreat anl 3acul ate the thaurh!tul leMerafianj te'6u1tel ta pwerve the lvej anl health at 1hy 
cteatute3. 
.Mum and Dad: Hour unconditional love and 
SUflflOrt has not onlJJ molded the flerson that 
I am, but is the J1rimar11 reason that I stand 
here todaJJ on qraduation daJJ. I love JJOU both 
with all mJJ heart forever and alwa11s. 
Steve Stache, MD 
Johns Hopkins University, BA 
I 
Chaney Goodner Stewman, MD 
Oberlin College, BA 
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144 
Cristina Stingo, MD 
University of Richmond, BS 
Jessica Clair Stirpe, MD 
The College of William 
and Mary, BS 
"Tat .!} know well the plti.nJ fl have in 
min/ 6ot you, J"'fJ the J!ouf. plti.nJ Cot 
yout we/6ate, not Cot woe/ JJlti.nJ to 'five 
you ti 6utute 6u!I 06 hope. " <j.etemidz 
29:1 I 
lf/,e wzl Zlnivmity, he jti}_L, h0 nc> jpeci/Jic 
lc>ccdicm. Jlt c>wnj nc> ptc>petty. pa.yj nc> 
ja.la.tie3 a.ncf teceivej nc> mcdetid cfuej. /J,e 
ud Zlnivmity i3 a. jta.te c>/; mine!. JJt i3 tha.t 
'f'ea.t hetiftije c>/; ta.tkma.I thc>urht tha.t h0 
&een &wurht clown tc> w thtc>uifh the 
centutt'e3 a.ncf which ke3 nc>t exht a.t a.ny 
jpeci/Jic lc>ca.ticm. Jlt j a. jta.te c>/; mine! which 
jj uren.etcdecl thtc>urhc>ut the centutL°e3 &y a. 
&c>cfy c>/; pec>ple whc> twlitkma.lly ca.tty the 
title c>/; ptc>/;ejjc>t, &ut even that title i3 nc>t 
pa.tt c>/; the ud Zlnivmity. /J,e tea.I 
Zlnivern'ty i3 nc>thlnr lejj than the 
cc>ntin.uin.r &c>cfy "/; u0c>n ifjelf;. 
-w&ett pLb'!f-
David Vincent Strain, MD 
University of Utah, BS 
Christopher Charles 
Stryker, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
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Julia Freck Switzer, MD 
Bryn Mawr College, BA 
Joseph Tan, MD 
International Medical University 
146 
Jon Tannebaum, MD 
George Washington 
University, BA, MA 
lra ~- Tanne ha um, :wn~ 
le££erso.n :tail:edical 
®allege, 1968 
Archana Thangappan, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
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Renee M. Tholey, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
Scott H. Troob, MD 
Columbia University, BA 
148 
Nishant Vaidyanathan, MD 
University of Delaware 
.. .. ~ 
t 
~...........__ - =-=--=· .. ........... ~==-------· - ~ 
Michael D. Velez, MD 
University of California, 
Irvine, BS 
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Eddie Villella, MD 
Bucknell University, BA 
(Dr. Rudolf Virchow featured above in his stead.) 
Donna Vishnevetsky, MD 
Franklin & Marshall College, BA 
Julie Tuyet Tran Vuong, MD 
Franklin & Marshall College, BA 
K. Karisa Walker, MD 
Pacific Lutheran University, BA 
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Sarah Wallett, MD 
Dickinson College, BS 
Alison Walsh, MD 
St. Joseph's University, BS 
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B0 uJ~ ~@Vv ar0 rutd 
SCll1 uJMJ.t ~@Vv ~~. 
~0~0uJ~ 
MUtd d<9f1vt W{jjfu 
rutd~0uJ~ 
W{jjfu d<9f1vt M.Utll 
-Vr. Se,uss 
"Everybody can be great ... because 
anybody can serve. You don't have 
to have a college degree to serve. 
You don't have to make your 
subject and verb agree to serve. 
You only need a heart full of grace. 
A soul generated by love." 
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
:ta?l:i:cha:el WJ":einb.:ery, m• 
l:e££:erso.n :ta?l::edical 
®o.ll:ey:e, 1977 
Lyn Weinberg, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
153 
154 
Jeffrey Matthew Weiner, MD I , II , 
Middlebury College, BA 
~Bnsan ){riBl}Bt, :wl:B ~·· .. ,, .. ···•· . ,., .  l:wt® 1945 ' ~ 
:taityles ){riBl}Bt, :wt:B . t:~ 
l:wt®, 1972 . · . . ·. 
•'"''"··"'' ~ 1 
Isaac Russell Whitman, MD 
Harvard College, BA 
Jessica Wilson, MD 
Barnard College, BA 
(Dr. William C. Gorgas featured below in his stead.) 
Matthew Wilson, MD 
Allegheny College, BS 
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Matthew Witek, MD, MS 
Villanova University, BS 
- · (Dr. Theodor Bi llroth featured above in his 
She-Yan Wong, MD 
Washington University in 
St. Louis, BA 
Tiffany Kar-Yee Wong, MD 
University of California 
Berkeley, BA 
Daniel A. Wood, MD 
University of Colorado at 
Boulder, BS 
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Irene Yang, MD 
Pennsylvania State University, BS 
(Avicenna featured below in his stead.) 
Andrew Yoon, MD 
New York University, BA 
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/o. un.patlz.ecf watetj, 
un.rlteamerf jho-tej. 
- William g!z.alcejpeate 
I 
Oeat A1o-m, Oal, hac'f an.I <}atel, 
Jhan.k 'f o-u jo-t all o-j 'f o-ut lo-ve an.I 
juppo-tf. 2 co-ull n.o-t have cfo.n.e it 
witho-ut 'fo-u. 
2 lo-ve 'fo-u. 
Lo-ve, Cattle {alca Ot. J(Ljlo-w) 
Jennifer Marie Zagursky, MD 
Saint Lawrence University, BS 
!!!!!l!!llllllUl 'i.1*1!!~1 
I 
Carrie Beth Zaslow, MD 
University of Pennsylvania, BA 
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160 
Kathleen Briana Zendell, MD 
University of Maryland, BA 
Patricia Zerra, MD 
Connecticut College, BA 
• 
"Believe nothing me~elr 
because you have been told it. 
Do not believe what your 
teacher tells you merely out of 
respect for the teacher. But, 
whatsoever, after due 
examination and analysis, you 
find to be kind, conducive to 
the good, the benefit, the 
welfare of all beings -- that 
doctrine believe and cling to, 
and take it as your guide." 
--Buddha 
"You teach best 
what you most need 
to learn." 
-- Richard David 
Bach 
' ,',/, /;:;/ / 
,,,,,,,:;Y 
//;;::;'-'"' 
·······  introducing the 
Administration, 
Faculty, and 
Staff of 
Jefferson 
Medical College 
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Mar L. Tykocinski, MD 
Senior Vice President of 
, Thi mas Jefferson University 
and Dean of 
Jefferson Medical College 
Office of Diversity and Minority Affairs 
(Left to Right): Edward B. Christian PhD, 
Associate Dean of Diversity and Minority 
Affairs; Sabrina Roper, Administrative 
Assistant; Luz Ortiz MA, Assistant Dean of 
Diversity and Minority Affairs 
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/ 
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Robert L !}~rchi, MD, PhD 
Preside~~f 
Tho af Jefferson University 
Office of Student Affairs and Career Counseling 
(Left to Right): Kristen L. DeSimone MD, Assistant Dean; Bernard L. 
Lopez MD, Assistant Dean; Charles A. Pohl MD, Assistant Dean; John M. 
Spandorfer MD, Assistant Dean; Susanne Friedman, Special Events 
Coordinator; Joyce Muwwakkil, Health Insurance Coordinator, 
Administrative Assistant 
Clara A. Callahan MD David L. Paskin MD 
The Lillian H. Brent Dean of Senior Associate Dean of 
Students and Admissions Academic Affairs/Graduate 
Joseph L. Seltzer MD 
Senior Associate Dean of 
Continuing Medical Education 
and Faculty and Alumni Affairs 
Medical Education and Affiliations 
Susan L. Rattner MD, MS 
Senior Associate Dean of 
Academic AffairsNndergraduate 
Medical Education 
Karen M. Glaser PhD 
Associate Dean, Academic 
Affairs/Undergraduate 
Medical Education 
Richard R Schmidt, Ph.D J. Raymond Shea, Ph.D Hector Lopez, MD 
MCBM (Molecular and Cellular Basis of Medicine) 
Peter Ronner, Ph.D Arthur Allen, Ph.D A. Sue Menko, Ph.D 
MP21 (Medical Practice for the 21st Century) 
Steven Rosenzweig, MD James D. Plumb, MD Robert L. Ferkel, MD 
Neurosciences 
George C. Brainard, Ph.D Gerald B. Grunwald, Ph.D Leonard M. Eisenman, Ph.D 
Histology 
Nancy J. Philp, Ph.D David E. Birk, Ph.D 
The Systems 
Marion J. Siegman, Ph.D "Spike" Richard Horn, Ph.D 
Christine M. Jerpbak, MD Christine A. Arenson, MD 
Elisabeth J. 
Van Bockstaele, PhD 
Michael 
Oshinsky, MD 
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Sl. ,c.·····  "'~D·· 'YI. 
. : "'~"""' . Foundations of Pharmacology 
Carol Beck, Ph .D Serge Jabbour, MD Wolfgang Vogel, Ph.D Scott Waldman, MD, Ph.D Rodney Murray, Ph.D 
Foundations of Pathology 
Bruce A. Fenderson, Ph.D William D. Kocher, MD Steven K. Herrine, MD Gino Merli, MD Eugene R Viscusi, MD 
IID (Immunity, Infection, & Disease) 
David Abraham, Ph.D Jerome Buescher, Ph.D Joseph A. Desimone, MD Timothy Manser, Ph.D Catherine Calkins, Ph.D 
Clinical Skills and Physical Diagnosis 
164 Dale Berg, MD Katherine Berg, MD Salvatore Mangione, MD Joseph Majdan, MD 
IRI 
• 
Carolyn Little 
Course Coordinator (Left) 
Fred Markham, M 
Course Director (Right) 
Family Medicine Department 
(Below) 
166 
THIRI 
Mitchell Cohen, MD 
Clerkship Director 
Abigail Wolf, MD (left), 
Course Director 
Deborah Cini (right), 
Course Coordinator 
Psychiatry 
Department 
(above) 
Florence Spencer 
Clerkship Coordinator 
THIRD YEAR 
Sugery Department 
(right) 
Gerald Isenberg, MD (left) 
ClerkshipDirector 
Sherry Weitz (right) 
Clerkship 
Coordinator 
Pictured Below (Left to right): 
Sybil Fullard-McLaurin, Clership 
Coordinator; Lindsey Lane, MD, 
Clerkship Director 
Pediatrics Department (above) 
168 Course Director 
Kremens, IVJ:D 
(left), 
Stanley Jacobs, MD 
(left) 
Clerkship Director 
Rehabilitation Department 
(below) 
Steven Bulizzi, 
Course Coordinator 
Gastroenterology · . · " . · 
(~ight) ~· 
Pathology 
(!eft) 
169 
Roger Mgrdichian 
Supervisor of AV 
Equipment Services 
Tiby Panea 
Learning Resource 
Technician 
"Something that has 
always puzzled me all my 
life is why, when I am in 
special need of help, the 
good deed is usually done 
by somebody on whom I 
have no claim." 
•• William Feather 
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Carol Trent 
Administrator Clinical 
Skills Center 
Melanie Fields 
Education 
Coordinator 
ID and Commuter Services (Below) 
Student Activities Office (Above) 
Wellness Center <Below) 
Office of Alumni Affairs <Above) 
Department of Medicine Education <Below) 
JoAnne Gotto 
Department of 
Medicine Education 
Office 
"I can no other answer 
make, but, thanks, and 
thanks." 
"'William Shakespeare 
Jefferson gets involved: 
When you throw together the endless 
opportunities of a city like Philadelphia with the 
interests and energy of 253 talented and devoted 
medical students, big things happen. The following 
pages detail just a few of the many organizations 
that JMC students have started and gotten involved 
in. Continuing the Jefferson tradition of excellence 
and service, the Class of 2009 proudly made their 
mark on the world, and if the past four years are 
any indicator, you can expect big things to come. 
Aparna Goel - Jefferson chapter vice-
chair (2006-2007) 
Robin Horak - Jefferson chapter 
communications chair (2006-2007) 
Shiv Jeyamohan - Jefferson chapter 
legis lative chair (2006-2007) 
Cecilia Kelly - Jefferson chapter 
community service chair (2006-2007) 
Mike Lee - Je fferson chapter 
secretary (2006-2007) 
Tim Madden - Jefferson chapter 
treasurer (2006-2007) 
Rache l Putman - Penn sylvania 
Medical Society membership chair 
(2007-2008), Jefferson Chapter 
membership committee (2006-2007) 
Heather Ragozine - Phil adelphia 
County Medical Society member 
(2007-2009), Jefferson Chapter 
membership committee (2006-2007) 
Ka vita Shah - Council on Ethical and 
Judicial Affairs, Region Vice-Chair 
(2007-2009), State Legislative Chair, 
Jefferson Chapter Chair (2006-2007) 
Steve Stache - Jefferson chapter 
membership chair (2006-2007) 
Eddie Villella - Jefferson chapter 
observations chair (2006-2007) 
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AMA 
The American Medical Association 
- Medical Student Section is 
dedicated to representing medical 
students, improving medical 
education, developing leadership, 
and promoting activism for the 
health of America. Through the 
Jefferson Chapter of JMC students 
are involved in projects, programs 
and activities to further this purpose. 
The b-merican medical $tu.dent b-ssaciatian is the 
aldest and largest independent assaciatian a£ 
physicians-in-training in the ltnited $fates_ 
~issin.n Statement: 
The b-merican medical fStudent b-ssaciatian is 
cmnmitted ta impraving heal th care and healthcare 
delivery ta all peaple; pramating active impravemen 
in medical educatian; invalving its memb.ers in the 
sacial, maral and ethical ab.ligatians a£ the 
prafessian a£ medicine; assisting in the impravemen1 
and understanding a£ urnrld health pra b.lems; 
cantrib.uting ta the welfare a£ medical students, 
premedical students, interns, residents and past-
mJJ;IJ® trainees; and advancing the prafessian a£ 
medicine. 
Admissions GooPdinatoPS 
Jeffrey Costanzo 
John Greenwood 
Whitney Jackson 
Kristen Scully 
Carrying on the 
Jefferson tradition 
requires recruiting 
and accepting the 
best for our 
medical college. 
These four 
beautiful people 
devoted 
themselves to that 
purpose. 
HEERAV GOYAL CHRISTOPHER HEHRY ISAAC WHIIMAlf 
VIK GULATI LIZ KREBS 
PROlFESSIONJAILllSM A ND 
CONDUCT COM iMil l'TEIE 
These five students were elected to serve for three years as 
representatives of their class. By demonstrating a dedication to the 
ideals of professionalism and serving as advocates for its education and 
practice, they helped to maintain one of Jefferson's proudest traditions. 
Cl.erkBhiP and CAlrSe Liaisons 
Tluwugk a fN-ttk tkdJ,co,tloKt, a ti to/ W wolfi<,, aKi/, a plHJ'J, of lff04o~, th.&~ JtmkJi tiiok ;;t upoKt ~dve;. tii !fRJJlflMW 
~ ~tRJ 1iJ ~ powPJrJ 11ath~ "oKt ~ eowrJ~ aKi/, ~p. Tluwugk thiJr, ~/low,, ~~ WeM ~p,d, fetdliack 
eo~ ~ lf£e0lflkd,, /etdliack eo~ eolWl!IU<4 ~p,d, fetdliack eo~ eltm<ge;. lff4<k, aKi/, /etdliack 
eo~. B~w ~th KDMtt.4 of th JtmkJi wlw HJJt odg lff4<k ~ WieatloKt a p!tiou't!J, hut'gowrJ 04 wdl 
> ~ 
l6t Year 2nd Year 3rd and .1th Year 
f-f- FO'IJll,ruui,Dw~p~ 
)e41 tailr), 
Bw~fKs 
RohiK f-/wi1<,, 14tclrael F~ 
Pkgiwtigg If-/ uwtigg 
Dwu!.uA uuw, G~ Ku,,, 
14PA&at P~ iK th 21 itCeM/iur,g 
Jo!ut, Rowlmu/J., A&~ tawidd 
N !Wlr.OlllUitiwg 
l41urfd~ 
/llUl«JA«,"tg,/JootioKruuJ,DuPAJt 
Ju, CooJJ. 
Pkgiied DiA91WJU 
14lhV~z 
/JiwrludloKW CRuttcoil4~ 
AKJua f-/wu, 141if11Mw f Uui/gt 
For.uu1a1J,o114ofCRuttcoi14~ 
KfllriR, 8u1;f;;K, ClurMwphlr, f-f PAVr& 
14~ P;d, ta;wJ,, Woitat 
liai4oK Co-Ck;,,a 
tti,pJ.am, BoJWJl RohiA f-/IJIUJ/,, KUtutti/J Ptri.11,g& 
Fwtgl4~ 
fidg AhlUlMl4oK, Belfj!llldK Bfael, 
Vie1dria 14MtJ LO'd P adga 
/~14~ 
tfj,p~ Boiwdt_ ClurJitJphJr, f-/ PAVr& 
Oh{wJirw G !f HMOtigg 
CluriitJphlr,A~, ta;wJ,, Woitat 
Pig~ 
14eliMaJwrg, 14lh Vdu 
A&~tawidd 
twrgPJr& 
14tYcgaKPPAlliJw/a, teottTwoh 
Lruura RoJWJ 
p~ 
14~&tD~, Pattij ZWIJJ, 
NIW/r.Otigg 
KIJ/rRM,f-fotMt 
f""'-"gl'Al.egl4~ 
Jo!ut, Gtee#Wlood 
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Jeff HOPE 
JeffHOPE is a student-run volunteer 
organization whose purpose is to 
provide free healthcare to the 
homeless population of Philadelphia 
while providing medical students a 
unique clinical and social experience. 
The homeless shelter clinic project 
was conceived to improve the 
homeless population's access to health 
care, and to educate students, 
residents, and faculty members about 
the medical and social issues facing 
homeless and underserved citizens 
and the community around them. 
iiiiil:iliiii ~~]······•ill lt''~~~·1i 
2008-2009 Directors 
2006-2007 Steering Committee Memben 
Lab/Pharm: Student Coordinator: Physician Coordinator: 
Huong Do Jennifer Coats Leslie Finkel 
Sarah Dickinson She-Yan Wong Jessica Crocker 
Julia Switzer Robin Horak Eddie Villella 
John Rowlands Amy Campfield Vik Gulati 
Heidi Hermes Well es Henderson Shanu Kurd* 
Ziga Cizman 
Fund raising: Education: 
Research: Michael Fishman Chris Henry 
Daniel Wood Jess Saini Carrie Zaslow 
Kavita Shah Amelia Jernigan Michael Cheung 
Nadia Sawicki Aparna Goel 
Becky Bernstein Jessica Wilson 
Ellen Plumb 
Rebecca Bernstein, Mercy Hospice, ACTS Shelter 11••·······[] 
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Amy Campfield, Eliza Shirley House 
Sarah Dickinson, Finance 
Mike Fishman, Finance 
Michael Garcia, Our Brother's Place 
Apama Goel, Project Director 
Vik Gulati, Ridge A venue Shelter 
Robin Horak, Prevention Point 
Shanu Kurd, Floating Project Director* 
Outstanding contribution towards fulfilling our 
mission of providing healthcare to the Ill 
underserved of Philadelphia ~
§J Desmond Francis ~ 
Brooks Kuhn 
Moses Mathur 
I 
2 
4 
JeffHope Facts 
jeffHO PE is the largest and most active student organ ization at 
Jefferson, involving over 700 medical, nursing, and pharmacy 
students and over 50 facu lty members. 
JeffH O PE is the largest student run free cl inic in the whole country! 
Our clinics are responsible fo r over 2000 pat ient-visits per year. 
jeffHOPE was formed in 1991 by a group of medical students whc 
saw a need in the homeless community for proper medical care 
and also saw the potent ial opportunities for health professionals to 
reach out to th is popu lation. 
jeffH O PE currently operates five cl inics at homeless shelters and 
one clinic in conjunction with Prevention Point Phi ladelphia, a 
nonprofit syringe exchange program. A free medical cl inic is he ld 
at each one of these 6 sites once a week. 
*served in 2003-2004 as steering committee member and 2007-2008 as directo1 
Neerav (Jo-ya 
President 
2005-2006 
Secretary 
2004-2005 
\,R ee Tholey 
"\\ 
. Student Council 
·JD \ 
Class Representatives: I BiiiiiE 
(from left to right) 
Anna Soltys 
Renee Tholey £ 
Daron Kahn 
Jay Sellers 
Katherine McDonnell 1 
/ 
/ / 
' . (not pictw d) 
Darvfkeda 
These JMC Student Council representatives served as liaisons for the 
students of Jefferson Medical College to the University, faculty, 
administration, and community. They organized student activities (post 
exam parties, class days, graduation events) and represented students on 
local, state and national issues. 
The Hobart Amory Hare Society has been a part of Jefferson 
since 1891. It is a medical honor society, which includes 
students who excelled both in their 2nd year Foundation of 
,, Clinical Medicine Course and their 3rd year Internal 
rl
1
.:I. Medicine Clerkship. The Society holds numerous meetings 
and lectures to help facilitate a deeper understanding of 
the field of Internal Medicine. Examples include the 
[J annual Clinical Pathological Conference, the always 
entertaining Raft Debate, a series of review sessions given 
to the 2nd year class, and monthly Journal Clubs hosted by 
various Jefferson physicians. 
Sameem Abedin 1ennifer Coats Lamen Gihnore Patricia Henwood 
Emily Abramson Jeffrey Costanzo ApamaGoel Christopher Henry 
Christopher Almario Kathleen Creech John Greenwood Robin Horak 
Deirdre Amaro John DaW Francis Grumbine Andrea Hunt 
Douglas Anderson Vincent Dam Lawrence Hall Adam Hyatt 
Anoop Appannagari DeepakDas Katharine Button Daniel Ikeda 
Jason Bessey Marc Diamond Laura Reinmiller Amelia Jernigan 
Laurel Blair Sarah Dickinson Daniel Herman Melissa Jung 
Stephanie Boswell Marylee Dilling Heidi Hermes HasanKakli 
Beth Careyva :l:., Michelle Doll.:: Darren Hirsch Beajamin Katz 
Daniel Chen 
,~,,um 
Srpouhi Gasparyan Karla Hirsh.om Mazdak Khalighi 
son, 
Journal Club - LeslieMoroz 
· IJ~IM,\l\tf,\ ;:~.:1~~~l~iJemig. 
ator Conference - Emily Abramso 
Fundraiser - Karla Hirshom 
Pathology Conference Presenters - Andrea Hunt 
& Jeff Costanzo:lili' 
Neal Palejwala Mark Seeley Julie Vuong 
Nikhil Kumta Lori Pandya Jay Sellers Sarah Wallett 
Shanu Kohli William Parkes Kelly Sheridan Lyn Weinberg 
David Lally Chirag Patel Michael Smith Isaac Wh!tman 
Michael Lee Ravi Patel Cristina Stingo Danil!.1 Wood 
A.dam Lipman M ichelle Piel Christopher Stryker She-yan Wong 
Pranav Sharma Steven Presciutti Archana Thangappan 
Leslie Moroz Heather Ragozine ScottTroob 
Christine Nevins-Herl;>ert Alice Ruscica Michael Valentino 
, <: Laila, Nunnohamed' 11,Jil'adia Saw~cki Edward Vil!ella 
Arayel Osborne Theodore Schroeder Donna Vishnevetsky 
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Alpha Omega Alpha 
Christopher Almario** 
Valentin Antoci 
Julianne Biroschak 
Stephanie Boswell* 
Katharine Button 
Beth Careyva 
Jennifer Coats** 
John Dahl 
Vincent Dam** 
Sarah Dickinson** 
Joanna Fertala 
Aparna Goel** 
Lawrence Hall 
Laura Reinmiller 
Patricia Henwood** 
Heidi Hermes 
Karla Hirshorn 
Robin Horak 
Andrea Hunt 
Adam Hyatt 
Amelia Jernigan 
Benjamin Katz 
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(As pictured from left to right): Vincent Dam 
(Treasurer), Jennifer Coats (Secretary), Stephanie 
Boswell (Vice President), Scott Troob (President), 
Dr. Clara Callahan (Faculty Advisor) 
Nikhil Kumta 
Shanu Kurd 
David Lally 
Adam Lindsay 
Alexander Mericli ** 
Leslie Moroz** 
Laila Nunnohamed** 
Arayel Osborne 
Neal Palejwala 
William Parkes 
Ravi Patel 
Steven Presciutti 
Brian Riff 
Mark Seeley 
Cristina Stingo 
Christopher Stryker 
Scott Troob** 
Edward Villella 
Sarah Wallett** 
Alison Wal sh 
Kathleen Zendell 
**Members inducted 
during their 3rd year 
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Ala-cc tJ;amr>nd 
/lze eccen.fric tjen.tuj 
Beth K-cr>u.~e 
A1cHt ft-/cely ta move ta }!.-{). a.ml 
jfti.t in. her awn. 1-V jhaw 
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Alo-jt l/cely to- jutvive o-n. a lejetteJ 
iJlan.I 
l2h -c/j t<>phfl'C ,/.fen "Y 
Alo-jt ft-/cely to- &eco-me a /V 
me'1.cal repo-rtet 
K-c/jffln ~cu.fly &. l/lflxlj Alajclftl 
Alo-jt l/cely to- "tell it ft-Ice it fj " 
Alo-jt ft-lcely to- jtill &e tallcin.r a&o-ut 
jex, tZJ much tZJ a teen.cu;e &o-y. at 90 
Aflcluu1!7i.Jhman 
//{o-jt ft:f:e/y to- ma.Ice o-n.e 
bii1.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.i.'/lt:o-n. io-llatj 
KODAK CM 400 5079 
I I I I I I I I I 
Oavld ..s't't.aln 
A/e11et witho-ut caJJein.e 
//{o-jt ft.ie/y to- ta.Ice o-11et the wo-tlJ 
with a '1.a&o-!t:cal plan. 
f/fflxandfl't. Affl't.tcfl 
//{o-jt ft.ie/y to- "ma.Ice the wo-tlJ a 
mate beautiJul place" 
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MfMORlfS 
''During an R=:lVl exam 2nd yeai;' a 
cloud of noxioLlS smoke filled Herbut 
auditorium as black water began 
erupting and .squirting from every 
crevice in the back of the room Some 
student~co~rvativ~ly formed a Hfine 
and made an orderly exit, while otllers 
hurdled the rows of .sE:Bts to escape 
what they believed was certain dc:Bth." 
fUQQiest Quotes 
J/oo, wilt h1t ~-,, - .:'!Yi. /Vru,ca, 
'2xm, t WG/l/Uf· U/e, ~ ~ t,o. 3PJ N iL." - .:'!Yi. Paid 
"J don't ~ what the, he1t iL it,,, &d iL1. tit£ lffiYtd 
cw.i.e. J 'v.e, We/I, ti.een. ,, 
'1k c,aJt f,o. doo!. .. ,, 
... you could have done one thing differently 
in med school? What would it have been ... ? 
-Stressed out less 
-Worn scrubs more 
-Done an international away r otation 
-Paid more attention 
-Bet on a different horse 
-Cleaned my room 
-Not failed the first anatomy exam 
-Free solo climbed the College building 
-Lined my white coat w/ a colorful paisley pr int: 
-Have hobbies 
-Started drinking coffee sooner 
-Become a dent ist 
-Not bought as many books 
-Worn a different pair of sunglasses everyday 
-Delivered more plastic babies fr om rubber 
ladies and not left the plastic placenta behind 
-I would have bought the 32x30 jeans instead 
of the 30x 30 jeans that time I went jean 
shopping 
... you were to star in your own 
medical sitcom or drama? 
What would it be titled ... ? 
-Just Shoot Me (Now) 
-Stitch 
-Ready, Set, Retract! 
-Who's Liver Is It, Anyway? 
-Dr. Dre: Medical Examiner 
-Banana Bags 
-Gyn-0-Mite 
-An Exasperating Tale of 
Incredible Ineptitude 
-Who Wants To Be A Two-
Hundred-Thousand-Dollar-In-
Debt-Aire? 
I I 
What 
.f, ~ I ••• • 
'--..... ~ Lb.., 
... you weren't a doctor? 
What would you be ... ? 
-A teacher 
-A writer 
-An architect 
-A chef 
-Less in debt 
-A dancer 
-An artist 
-A ninja 
-Less tired 
-Married 
-Nancy Grace 
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OP WATER\NG HOLES: 
1. Doc Watson's 
2. McGi\\in's 
3. Moriarty's 
4. Monk's 
5. Marathon 
Locust B ar 
Las Vegas L ounge 
Dirty F rank's 
Bob and Barbara's 
McG/inchey's 
T®lf FJlffl 
DJ 
2 
3 
4~ 
5 
Serve-Rite 
1 Oth Street Pour House 
Ma oz 
d. g Terminal Market Ream 
Qdoba 
restaurants 
La Viola 
MeJ:CatO 
Lolita 
Matyson 
Sbioju 
WHAT'S 
1. Joe's 
h ouse 2. Chapter 
k's 3. Starbuc 
4. Bonte 
5. Cafe Mocha 
; 
wi+-ILE YOU f(E 
.:S.TUDYI~ ... 
coffee 
chocolate 
gummy bears, gummy worms, etc 
kids 
carrots 
Places 
to st11d11 
1. The Scott Library 
2. At home 
3. Chapterhouse 
4. JAH 
5. Bonte 
... •' ~~"' ~ •• : ·>, RCMR/.J, Me IU!.d .. . 
V~Me~ .. . 
1k~~ne/W.e 
~~~ 
~ 
~SIGECAPS L.  
COLD REARS IT! 
l 
'$ I , . . 
(J 
(J 
Argyll Robertson's pupil: 0 
acco(Jlmodates I T 
but does not react 
Point ..!.......\ 
And "/ 
Shoot !\ 
T 
A 
f' 
A 
v 
G 
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What does it mean when a 
baby's lungs float? 
~•·call 
a 
la1Nyer.'' 
188 
"B more weeks of winter." 
"It means 
·~ 
f>estroyeP" is 
neaPEJy and 
you sl)ould 
Pun in tl)e 
opposite 
111$n.ur b.ab.~fs 
a witch ... 
"Surf's 
up!" 
"The baby 
cannot be 
made of 
metal." 
"Uh 
h II 0 ... 
"He 
su~keQI 
QI lgf gf 
helium." 
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1>rese11tatic•11 c•f tlie 1>c•1·trait c•f 
l>r ... Jc•se1>li~!~J>~$i111c•1te · 
l>l' tlie .. Ji\llC!' C!lass c»f 2C)C)9 
Jefferson's time honored tradition of selecting a faculty member to be painted began with the Jefferson Medical College 
Class of 1861. This class chose Charles Meigs, MD, Professor of Obstetrics, for the occasion of his retirement. The 
portrait was a gift to Dr. Meigs and a copy of the portrait was donated to Jefferson Medical College by his son, John 
Forsyth Meigs, MD, in 1880. The highest honor that faculty members can receive is to be chosen by the Jefferson Medical 
College senior class to have their portrait painted. The portrait is then presented to Thomas Jefferson University during a 
presentation ceremony. It was the wish of Samuel D. Gross, MD (painted by Thomas Eakins in ~~CU~) to 
have faculty members honored in this manner. The graduating class bestows this honor onto a faculty member who has 
demonstrated outstanding contributions to their class and the medical college. 
"Often times, physicians will comment in retrospect how one person really shaped the trajector~ 
of their career and the decisions they made. For us, that person was Dr. DeSimone. He has left a1 
indelible mark on the education of our class, a mark that will stand as permanently and as 
proudly in the years to come as the portrait he is receiving today." - The Class of 2009 
Excerpted from Dr. Joseph DeSimone's speech at the presentation on March 18, 2009 
"Thank you so much for allowing me to participate in this wonderful event today. I am truly humbled by this 
incredible honor ... Perhaps even more meaningful to me is that your class, the JMC class of 2009, is bestowing thiE 
honor upon me ... You are clearly my all-time favorite Jefferson medical class - though I may a bit biased on that on 
- and I cherish this recognition from you. I just have a few very brief words of advice for this class ... Residency 
training will require lots of hard work, long hours, and a very steep learning curve. Importantly, this residency 
training will also require something which you may not be prepared for - and that is that many, if not most, of you 
are about to become teachers and educators yourselves .. .I 've picked up on a few quick pointers that I think you 
should keep in mind when you begin your role of medical educator in June. 
First- what you know, how much you know, how smart you are, has very little to do with what you can impart to 
others. You might think you're "only an intern", but this shouldn't make you question how much or how well ym 
can teach. Just try it - you might be surprised by what a third or fourth year medical student can learn from you -
remember, you have been trained at a great medical school and I guarantee you can enlighten medical students or 
even fellow residents even in your first week of internship. 
Second - make time to teach - this may be the most difficult part of medical education - your lives are about to 
become chaotic, and there will not likely be a time carved out of your schedule for teaching - you will need to mak 
time to teach, and you should do it - every day if possible - even if this is only 5 or 10 minutes a day - your studen1 
will appreciate and savor that time, just as you did the past two years - and, perhaps more importantly, it will give 
you practice in this skill - like anything else, the more you do it, the better you will be and the more comfortable 
you will become in this skill. 
Third - be patient - in medicine, we tend to try to do things as quickly and efficiently as possible - this doesn 't 
apply well to medical education though - take your time in explaining your thought processes - explain how and 
why you understand a topic - break things down to the basics - go back to anatomy or biochemistry or 
microbiology course material if you have to - memorization is facilitated by such understanding. And be patient 
when asking questions - don ' t expect a correct answer immediately - let the thinking process occur - rushing the 
process only makes everyone uncomfortable and isn't very effective. 
Fourth and last - be kind - in the words of Mark Twain, "kindness is a language the deaf can hear and the blind ca1 
see" - kindness in teaching is of utmost importance - it shows that you care not just that your students are learning 
but that you care about them as human beings - you are teaching them not because you have to, but because you 
want to - because you want the best for them. I have seen such kindness displayed by my favorite teachers and ill) 
favorite mentors - in my opinion, the effect is immeasurable. 
So those are my suggestions - don 't doubt yourself, make time to teach, be patient, and be kind - I think the 
members of this medical school class possess all of these characters and abilities , and I have no doubt that many oJ 
you will be evolve into great medical educators. Members of the Class of 2009, I am again extremely honored anc 
humbled by this acknowledgment - I will certainly remember this event and your class for the rest of my life." 
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The third Thursday of March is just another day for 
most people, but for U.S. medical students, it's a tradition, 
a right of passage, and the pinnacle moment of their 
medical school careers. For four years, match day is the 
day that every medical student works, worries and waits 
for. On March 19, 2009, the IMC senior class gathered ir 
Connelly Auditorium and anxiously awaited noon, when 
we were handed an envelope and, along with our 
colleagues across the country, found out where we were t< 
embark on the next step of our medical training. 
Congratulations on your bright futures doctors! 
Roi Altit 
Christiana Care, DE 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Deirdre Amaro 
University of California-San Diego 
Medical Center, CA 
athology 
Douglas Anderson 
University of Michigan Hospitals, 
Ann Arbor, MI 
Anesthesiology 
Yuliya Anikanova 
I Westchester Medical Center, NY 
ediatrics 
Valentin Antoci 
Sameem Abedin 
UPMC Medical Education Program, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Ronnie Abraham 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Selene Bantz 
Massachusetts General Hospital, MA 
Orthopaedics 
NYP Hospital-Weill Cornell 
Medical Center, NY 
Pediatrics 
Anoop Appannagari 
University of Chicago Medical 
Center, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Maryanne Arienmughare 
Fairview Hospital, OH 
Family Practice 
Bubu Banini 
Einstein/Montefiore Medical Center, 
NY 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Steven Barmach 
Duke University Medical Center, 
NC 
Emergency Medicine 
Rachel Beard 
B.I. Deaconess Medical Center, MA 
Surgery 
Emily Abramson 
Christiana Care, DE 
Family Practice 
Christopher Almario 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
David Beasang 
Drexel University College of 
Medicine/Hahnemann University 
Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Anesthesiology 
Rebecca Bernstein 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Jason Bessey 
Thomas Jefferson University , PA 
Orthopaedics Research 
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Julianne Biroschak 
George Washington 
University, DC --~~~="'~·~·~ 
Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 
Benjamin Black 
Children's Mercy 
Hospital, MO 
Pediatrics 
Andrew Boryan 
Reading Hospital 
Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
University of 
Virginia, VA 
Anesthesiology 
Stephanie Boswell 
Mt. Sinai Hospital, 
NY 
Medicine, Preliminary 
University of 
Southern California, 
CA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
William Brooks 
University of 
Virginia, VA 
Emergency Medicine 
Michael Brown 
Beth Israel Medical 
Center, NY 
Surgery, Preliminary 
UMDNJ-New Jersey 
Medical-Newark, NJ 
Anesthesiology 
Katharine Button 
Children's Hospital-
Philadelphia, PA 
Pediatrics 
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Amy Campfield 
University of Colorado School 
of Medicine-Denver, CO 
Surgery 
Beth Careyva 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Travante Cartwright 
UMDNJ-Robert Wood 
Johnson-Camden, NJ 
Internal Medicine 
Daniel Chen 
Temple University Hospital , 
PA 
Internal Medicine 
Michael Cheung 
Northwestern 
McGaw/NMHN A, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Jennifer Chillemi 
University of Massachusetts 
Medical School, MA 
Anesthesiology 
Andrew Chou 
Baylor College of Medicine-
Houston, TX 
Internal Medicine 
Christine Chu 
St. Lukes-Roosevelt Hospital , NY 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Min Jung Chun 
Temple University Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University, PA 
Anesthesiology 
Maureen Clarke 
Temple University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Jennifer Coats 
Northwestern McGaw/NMHN A, 
IL 
Internal Medicine 
Chama Coren 
Pennsylvania Hospital, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Jeffrey Costanzo 
University of Michigan Hospitals 
Ann Arbor, MI 
Internal Medicine 
John Dahl 
University of North Carolina 
Hospitals, NC 
Otolaryngology 
Vincent Dam Erika Davis Kiran Devaraj Marylee Dilling 
Crozer-Chester Medical Center, PA Thomas Jefferson University, PA Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Baylor Collge of Medicine-Houston, TX 
Medicine-Pediatrics Transitional Surgery, Preliminary 
Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Deepak Das 
Beth Israel Medical Center, NY 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Einstein/Jacobi Medical Center, NY 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Kristen Dauphinee 
UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson-
Piscataway, NJ 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Anesthesiology 
Jessica Davidson 
University of Massachusetts 
Medical School, MA 
Pediatrics 
Internal Medicine 
Aaron Dawes Clarissa Doi 
UPMC-St. Margaret Hospital, PA Marc Diamond 
Family Practice Tufts Medical Center, MA 
Drexel University College of 
Medicine/Hahnemann University 
Hospital 
Sarah DeBoer 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Internal Medicine 
Sarah Dickinson 
University of 
Maryland Medical 
Katharine DeGeorge Center, MD 
Thomas Jefferson University, PA Internal Medicine 
Translational Research 
Jeffrey Derham 
North Shore University Hospital-
Manhasset, NY 
David Dieu 
Residency 
Deferred 
Medicine Preliminary 
Mt. Sinai Hospital, NY 
Anesthesiology wanin9 ••• 
Elizabeth Fleming 
St. Vincent's Medical Center, CT 
Internal Medicine 
Michelle Doll 
Temple University Hospital, 
Internal Medicine 
Jared Duncan 
Crozer-Chester Medical Center, 
Transitional 
Nassau University Medical 
Ophthalmology 
Ignacio Echenique 
Brown University, RI 
Internal Medicine 
Matthew Eldridge 
NY 
University of California-Davis •"'~'""m 
Internal Medicine 
Ross Ellison 
Geisinger Health System, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Rachel Epstein 
Rhode Island Hospital/Brown 
Medicine-Pediatrics 
Joanna Fertala 
Jefferson Medical~-, .. -.,...,-, 
Hospital, DE 
Pediatrics 
Leslie Finkel 
University of Chicago Medical 
Pediatrics 
Northwestern 
Child Neurology 
Michael Fishman 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Sur ery, Preliminary 
Michael Garcia-Roig 
Jackson Memorial Hospital, FL 
Surgery, Preliminary 
University of Miami School of Medicine, FL 
Urology 
Srpouhi Gasparyan 
University of Virginia, VA 
Radiology, Diagnositic 
Kaiser Permanente-Southern California Region, CA 
Family Practice 
Benjamin Fogel 
Children's Hospital-Philadelphia, PA 
Pediatrics 
Neena Ghose 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Desmond Francis Lauren Gilmore 
Albany Medical Center Hospital, NY B.I. Deaconess Medical Center, MA 
Medicine-Pediatrics Pathology 
Brandon Fumanti 
St. Luke's Hospital-Bethlehem, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Heidi Goedicke 
Allegheny General Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 197 
this is 
Aparna Goel 
University of Califo 
San Francisco, C 
Internal Medici 
Krista Goo an 
Lehigh V ey Hospital 
PA ' 
Gorby 
ke's-Roosevelt 
ital , NY 
tetrics & Gynecology 
hok Gowda 
estchester Medical 
enter, NY 
rthopaedics 
Neerav Goyal 
Hershey Medical 
Center/Penn State,PA 
Otolaryngology 
ulia Grammatikopoulou 
esidency Deferred 
hn Greenwood 
iversity of Maryland 
dical Center, MD 
rgency Medicine 
Kare Ho 
Thomas Jefferson 
PA 
Medicine,Prelim 
Neurology 
Jessica Hoge 
Jeffrey Guarino 
Christiana Care, DE 
Family Practice 
Vikant Gulati 
Christiana Care, DE 
Emergency Medicine 
Lawrence Hall 
Lankenau Hospital, p A 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Geisinger Medical 
Center, PA 
Dermatology 
Erin Hamilton 
West Virginia 
University School of 
Medicine, WV 
Transitional 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Sarah Harm 
UPMC Medical 
Education Program, p A 
Pathology 
Rachel Harris 
Medical College of 
Wisconsin Affiliated 
Hospitals, WI 
Surgery 
Laura Heinmiller 
Lankenau Hospital,PA 
~edicine, Preliminary 
Wills Eye Hospital, PA 
Ophthalmology 
J. Welles Henderson 
University of Utah 
Affiliated Hospitals, UT 
Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 
Christopher Henry 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, p A 
Internal Medicine 
David Henry 
Michigan State 
University, East 
Lansing, MI 
Surgery 
Patricia Henwood 
Brigham & Women's 
Hospital, MA 
Emergency Medicine 
Daniel Herman 
Hospital of the 
University of 
Pennsylvania, p A 
Anesthesiology 
Heidi Hermes 
University of 
Washington Affiliated 
Hospitals-Seattle, WA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Dermatology 
Darren Hirsch 
Brown University, RI 
Internal Medicine 
Robin Horak 
University of 
California-San 
Francisco, CA Adam Hyatt 
UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson-
Piscataway, NJ 
Orthopaedics 
Y Hospital, 
Pediatrics 
Andrea Hunt 
University of 
Michigan 
Hospitals, MI 
Pediatrics 
Daniel Ikeda 
Ohio State University Medical Center, OH 
Legacy Emanuel/Good Samaritan 
Hospital, OR 
Neurosurgery 
Salvador Iloreta 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Oregon Health & Science University, 
198 OR 
Anesthesiology 
Whitney Jackson 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Eitan Kimchi 
Eyad Kanawati 
Loyola University 
Medical Center, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Justin Kane 
Temple University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Benjamin Katz 
Beth Israel Medical 
Center, NY 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Albert Einstein College 
of Medicine/Beth Israel 
Medical Genter,NY 
~acht:1!, Ka11,fmaµ,:: 
University ;~f · w 
R:pch{\.$ter/lj!trong: 
l\Iemorial Hospital, 
Pediatl!ics 
University of Maryland Medical Center, 
Psychiatry 
Frederick Jaeck:lein 
Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center, MI 
Surgery 
Amelia Jernigan 
Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Shiveindra Jeyamohan 
Albany Medical Center Hospital, NY 
Neurosurgery 
David Juice 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Yale-New Haven Hospital, CT 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Melissa Jung 
West Virginia University, WV 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Daron Kahn 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Hasan Kakli 
Orlando Health, FL 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Cecilia Kelly 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Stanislav Kelner 
Mercy Catholic Medical Center, PA 
Transitional 
Drexel University College of 
Medicine/Hahnemann University 
Hospital, PA 
Anesthesiology 
Mazdak Khalighi 
Stanford University Programs, CA 
Pediatrics 
L ••f-_,•··-·•••••-Deboran Ki in 
Bryn M~wr 'tosp~ta!, P~:::! 
L• Family Practice · 
;::·~race ~;! 
Sotlthe~Cal.lfomf~; 
•. <::;b 
Patliology 
Nancy King 
New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, NY 
Otolaryngology 199 
Britta Kocak 
UPMC Medical Education 
Program, PA 
Pediatrics 
Stephen Koczirka 
Christiana Care, DE 
Emergency Medicine 
Geoffrey Koff 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Nikhil Kumpta 
NYP Hospital-Weill Cornell 
Medical Center, NY 
Internal Medicine 
Shanu Kurd 
Hospital of the University of 
Elizabeth Krebs 
St. Luke's Hospital, 
Bethlehem, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Beth Krouse 
University of Maryland 
Medical Center, MD 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Brooks Kuhn 
University of California-Davis 
Medical Center, CA 
Internal Medicine 
Michael Lee 
Lankenau Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Dermatology 
Pennsylvania, PA Wai Jenn Lim 
Internal Medicine Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
David Lally Psychiatry 
Christ Hospital, OH 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Wills Eye Hospital, PA 
Ophthalmology 
Kathleen Lamb 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery 
Monica Lancelotti 
Jefferson Medical 
College/duPont Children's 
Hospital, DE 
Adam Lindsay 
Boston University 
Medical Center, MA 
Orthopaedics 
Adam Lipman 
New York University 
School of Medicine, 
NY 
Orthopaedics 
Pediatrics 
Moses Mathur 
Temple University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Victoria Mead 
Abington Memorial Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Rachel Mendez 
University of North Dakota, ND 
Transitional 
Kem Medical Center, CA 
Emergency Medicine 
Alexander Mericli 
University of Virginia, VA 
Plastic Surgery 
Christopher Miller 
Kristen Lovgren 
University of 
Connecticut Health 
Center, CT 
Pediatrics 
Timothy Madden 
North Shore Medical 
Center/Salem Hospital, 
MA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
University of 
Massachusetts Medical 
School, MA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Christopher Martin 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Psychiatry 
Katherine McDonnell 
Banner Good Samaritan 
Medical Center, AZ 
Medicine-Pediatrics 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Michael Macciocca 
Temple University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal medicine 
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Alexis Mascitti 
New York University 
School of Medicine, NY 
Pediatrics 
Daniel McKinley 
Geisinger Health System, PA 
Emergency Medicine 
Christopher Mingrone 
University of Washington Affiliated 
Hospitals, WA 
Anesthesiology 
Leslie Moroz 
UPMC Medical Education 
Program, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Eric Moskowitz 
Christine Nevins-Herbert 
Brown Medical 
School/Memorial Hospital-
RI 
Family Practice 
Westchester Medical Center, 
NY 
Chee Yuan Ng 
Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center, CA 
Internal Medicine 
Surgery Preliminary 
New York Medical College, 
NY 
Urology 
Emily Murphy 
Brown University, RI 
Psychiatry 
Timothy Murphy 
West Virginia School of 
Medicine, WV 
Orthopaedics 
Naryanan Nair 
Olga Nin 
University of Florida 
College of Medicine-Shands 
Hospital, FL 
Anesthesiology 
Laura Novak 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, PA 
Psychiatry 
Synergy Medical Education 
Alliance, MI 
Laila Nurmohamed 
The Hospital for Sick 
Children-University of 
Toronto 
Pediatrics 
Surgery 
Amy O'Connell 
University of Vermont/Fletcher Allen 
Health Care, VT 
Pediatrics 
Neha Ohri 
Boston University Medical Center, MA 
Internal Medicine 
Albert Einstein Medical Robert Olszewski 
Center, PA Reading Hospital Medical Center, PA 
Transitional Transitional 
Sinai Hospital-Baltimore, MD Thomas Jefferson University 
Ophthalmology Hospital, PA 
Arayel Osborne 
Christiana Care, DE 
Emergency Medicine 
Neal Palejwala 
St. Joseph's Hospital, 
AZ 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Emory University, GA 
Ophthalmology 
Lori Pandya 
Baylor College of 
Medicine, TX 
Pediatrics 
William Parkes 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Otolaryngology 
Chirag Patel 
UMDNJ-New Jersey 
Medical-Newark, NJ 
Otolaryngology 
Anesthesiology 
Ravi Patel 
Emory University School of 
Medicine, GA 
Orthopaedics 
B. Niluk Peiris 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Thomas Pembroke 
University of Maryland Medical 
Center, MD 
Internal Medicine 
Michelle Piel 
University of Virginia, VA 
Pediatrics 
Daniel Powell 
Steven Presciutti 
University of Connecticut 
Health Center, CT 
Orthopaedics 
Dwight Pringle 
Maine Medical Center, ME 
Internal Medicine 
Nicole Pritz 
UMDNJ Robert Wood 
Johnson-Camden, NJ 
Medicine, Preliminary 
UMDNJ-New Jersey 
Medical School, NJ 
Ophthalmology 
Rachel Putman 
B.I. Deaconess Medical 
Center, MA 
Internal Medicine 
Flushing Hospital Medical Center, NY 
Transitional Lee Rabinowitz 
Brown University, RI 
Internal Medicine 
Beth Israel Medical Center, NY 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
David Raj 
Christiana Care, DE 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Sheena Ramdeen 
Tufts Medical Center, MA 
Internal Medicine 
Hugo Razo 
UMDNJ-New Jersey Medical-Newark, NJ 
Emergency Medicine 
Feraz Rahman 
Andrew Radu Weiss Memorial 
Residency Deferred Hospital, IL 
Transitional 
Heather Ragozine University of North 
Christiana Care, DE Carolina Hospitals, 
Internal Medicine NC 
Brian Riff 
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania 
Internal Medicine 
Kristen Riley 
Hershey Medical Center/Penn State, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Wendy Rizzo 
Thomas Jefferson University Hopital, PA 
Pathology Radiology, Diagnostic 
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1 mean celebrating 
Thanks to Jefferson and our class 
representatives, we had a well deserved day 
full of quality time and celebration with our 
classmates: A reception at JAH was followed 
by McGillin's in the afternoon and then Be 
Happy Pub later that night. It was a blast! 
Theodore Schroeder 
-=::::::--........._ Western Pennsylvania Hospital, PA _,"/"~ "~ Transitional ":~egheny General Hospital , PA 
., \ \ Radiology, Diagnostic 
\ \ Kristen Scully 
l \ Northwestern 
I McGaw/NMHN A, IL j Internal Medicine 
Elaine Seaton 
Lancaster General 
Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Mark Seeley 
University of Michigan 
Hospitals-Ann Arbor, MI 
Orthopaedics 
Jay Selllers 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Lamar Robinson 
Abington Memorial 
Hospital, PA 
Medicine, 
Preliminary 
Bryn Mawr Hospital, 
PA 
Radiology, 
Diagnostic 
Peter Roe 
Chrsitiana Care, DE 
Emergency Medicine 
Laura Rosenberg 
Massachusetts 
General Hospital, 
MA 
Surgery 
John Rowlands 
Dartmouth-
Hitchcock Medical 
Center, NH 
Anesthesiology 
J ascha Rubin 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, 
PA 
Internal Medicine 
Alice Ruscica 
Children's National 
Medical Center, DC 
Pediatrics 
Jasjit Saini 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, 
PA 
Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 
Alicia Sanchez 
Brown Medical 
School/Memorial 
Hospital, RI 
Family Practice 
Alexandra Sawicki 
Emory University 
School of Medicine, 
GA 
Psychiatry 
Nadia Sawicki 
Emory University 
School of Medicine, 
GA 
Psychiatry 
Steven Schaefer 
Virginia Mason 
Medical Center, WA 
Surgery, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, 
PA 
Anesthesiology 
Jeannie Seu-Giordano 
Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center, CA 
Internal Medicine 
Gaetan Sgro 
UPMC Medical 
Education Program, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Kavita Shah 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Nisha Shah 
Emory University School 
of Medicine, GA 
Psychiatry 
Waleed Shah 
Daniel Sheibley 
Residency Pending 
Reading 
Hospital Kelly Sheridan 
Medical Center, Thomas Jefferson 
PA University 
Transitional Hospital, PA 
Thomas Internal Medicine 
Jefferson 
University Joshua Siglin 
Hospital, PA Easton Hospital, 
Anesthesiology PA 
Pranav Sharma 
Surgery, 
Preliminary 
Henry Ford Thomas Jefferson 
Hospital, MI University 
Surgery, Hospital, PA 
Preliminary Radiation Oncology 
Urology 
Andrew Singleton 
University of Utah 
Affiliated Hospitals, UT 
Surgery 
Michael Smith 
NCC-Walter Reed Army 
Medical Center, DC 
Ophthalmology 
Anna Soltys 
Lehigh Valley Hospital, 
PA 
Surgery 
Aun Woon Soon 
St. Christopher's Hospital, 
PA 
Pediatrics 
Stephen Stache 
Thomas Jefferson 
• University Hospital, PA 
Family Practice 
Chaney Stewman 
Christiana Care, DE 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Hershey Medical 
Center/Penn State, PA 
Radiology, Diagnostic 
Cristina Stingo 
University of North 
Carolina Hospitals, NC 
Pediatrics 
Joseph Tan 
Albert Einstein 
Medical Center, PA 
Medicine, 
Preliminary 
Christopher Stryker 
University 
Hospitals/Case 
Medical Center, OH 
Pediatrics 
Jessica Stirpe 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Neurology 
Loma Linda 
University, CA 
Ophthalmology 
Jonathan Tannebaum 
Einstein/Montefiore 
Medical Center, NY 
Surgery 
Julia Switzer 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, 
PA 
Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 
David Strain 
UPMC Mercy Hospital, 
PA 
Transitional 
Albert Einstein Medical 
Center, PA 
Radiology, 203 
Diagnostic 
Archana Thangappan 
Albert Einstein Medical Center, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Renee Tholey 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Surgery 
Loma Linda University , CA 
Ophthalmology 
Matthew Witek 
Lankenau Hospital, 
PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, 
PA 
Radiation Oncology 
She-Yan Wong 
Northwestern McGaw/NMH/V A, IL 
Internal Medicine 
Tiffany Wong 
White Memorial Medical Center-Los 
Angeles, CA 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Scott Troob 
New York University 
School of Medicine, 
NY 
Otolaryngology 
Nishant Vaidyanathan 
Residency Pending 
Michael Velez 
Temple University 
Hospital, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Harbor-UCLA Medical 
Center, CA 
Anesthesiology 
Edward Villella 
Allegheny General 
Hospital, PA 
Surgery 
Donna Vishnevetsky 
University of Colorado 
school of Medicine-
Denver, CO 
Psychiatry 
Julie Vuong 
Reading Hospital 
Medical Center, PA 
Medicine, Preliminary ._ ______________________ .._...., ... ._ ........................ .... 
Daniel Wood Jennifer Zagursky Hershey Medical 
Emory University School of University of Center/Penn State 
Medicine, GA Rochester/Strong Memorial Anesthesiology 
Emergency Medicine Hospital, NY 
Internal Medicine 
Irene Yang 
Brown University, RI Carrie Zaslow 
Internal Medicine Sound Shore Medical 
Center, NY 
Andrew Yoon Transitional 
Johns Hopkins University, MD North Shore Long Isla 
Emergency Medicine Jewish Health System, 
Ophthalmology 
' ' 
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Real success is 
finding you r 
lifework in the 
work that you 
love. ' ' 
David 
McCullough 
University of Maryland-
Mercy Medical Center, MD 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital , PA 
Dermatology 
Kathryn Walker 
Christiana Care, DE 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Yale-New Haven 
Hospital, CT 
Anesthesiology 
Patricia Zerra 
Jackson Memorial 
Hospital, FL 
Pediatrics 
Sarah Wallett 
University of Michigan 
Hospitals-Ann Arbor, MI 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Alison Walsh 
Christiana Care, DE 
Medicine, Preliminary 
Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, PA 
Neurology 
Lyn Weinberg 
Temple University 
Hospital, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Jeffrey Weiner 
UMDNJ-Robert Wood 
Johnson-Camden, NJ 
Emergency Medicine 
Isaac Whitman 
Hospital of the Universit) 
of Pennsylvania, PA 
Internal Medicine 
Jessica Wilson 
Providence Hospital, DC 
Family Practice 
Matthew Wilson 
Hershey Medical 
Center/Penn State, PA 
Surgery 
JMC Match 
> The 2009 U.S. Match had 29,900 (up 1200 this year) applicants (15,700 of which 
include are US Seniors) who have been 
vying for about 3,500 specialty programs. 
> The specialties receiving the highest number of matches this year by JMC 
students are Internal Medicine (54) , 
Pediatrics (24) , and Emergency Medicine 
(18). 
40% JMC students chose a primary care > residency (Internal Medicine, Family 
Medicine, Pediatrics or Medicine-
Pediatrics) - although many may still 
choose to subspecialize . 
> 37% JMC students are doing their residencies at a hospital in Pennsylvania 
(25% of which will be at Jefferson or an 
affiliate) this coming year. 
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lh been an amazing four years that l·rn sure none of us will ever forget_ ]3ut 
just 1n case here are a few haikus in rernernberance of JMC2009 courtesy of 
the ta lented Eyad Kanawati , MD, poet_ 
8AAAiftGE:1\ OilllO 
JJUi f'OE:~OE:~E:1\ SGOTT 
TWO YE:A~S Of o~ LivE:.SI 
Jeff Afe and Jeff Crawred 
Jeff Wing Bowr and JEFFf-10PE Balred 
We sure did if arr! 
~~ T CL,Ao-s_s. B JEK'. 
I vii.SJ+ v/E CO!l_D -H--,Al/E ,ALL MET 
Birr T +1-ffiE'.S :C:-0 .~.µIi 
Gunner or Slacker? 
Which cateBorY were You? 
MD.•s all the same 
First and sec ond year 
Biochem and FCM 
Thank God for fourth year! 
Congrats Class of 2009. We did it. W oohoo ! ! 
(to left) How many of us felt year 
after our first anatomy exam 
(to right) How most of 
us feel now 
These last four years have been unforgettable. Thanks to all of 
my friends for the fun and memories. 
I don't think I can begin to thank all of the people who helped w ith this. The entire 
Office of Student Affairs was amazing, especially Susanne, the Yearbook Guru, who 
promptly answered at least 5 emails from me daily. This whole yearbook thing would 
be nonexistent if it weren't for all of her hard work. The people at Herff Jones were 
endlessly patient with my 10928302838 questions and requests for deadline 
extensions. 
My Staffers, Chris, Kristen, and Mike, are the GREATEST. Despite the chaos at the 
beginning of 4th year and the burnout at the end, they took ownership of projects, 
were endlessly enthusiastic and completely devoted to making this year's book 
special. Chris worked tirelessly on the survey and senior superlative pages, and 
without his unbelievable knack for humor, we'd be without some of the funniest 
pieces of this year's book. Mike worked endlessly on some of the more graphically 
challenging pieces of the book, like the photo-shopped masterpiece that is the inside cover of "The Clin ic," and he walked al l over the 
city of Philadelphia taking pictures. Kristen Scully is a force to be reckoned with; that girl is sheer reliability and dedication. Whi le I was 
away she was always available to do the small, thankless tasks last minute, and she worked fiercely to help us submit all of the senior hal 
pages on time whi le she was across the Atlantic on an away rotation. The project was massive, but I was absolutely never alone. 
Because of the wonderfu l people who helped out, it was fun ! 
Class of 2009, as I compiled thousands of photos and quotes, I got a glimpse of the hodgepodge of things you hold dear in your lives: 
family, friends, academic excellence, travel, athletics, sports, service, a good laugh, pets, god, changing the world, having fun, art. I was 
also struck by how different each of us was when we got here. Some of you were the first in their fami ly to achieve higher education 
and others were continuing a long, proud family tradition of practicing medicine. Some of us have rural roots, others more urban, and 
many of you are from another country. Our long term goals were al l over the map. (If you were like me, you probably considered 
passing the anatomy practical a long-term goal at that point.) 
Four years of blood, sweat and tears bound our diverse group together with one common objective - getting through 
medical school alive. There were times when the only people who could understand the pressure we were under were 
our fellow students, and then every 3-6 weeks came brief weekends of downtime after an exam or block. Our lives for 
four years were a cyclical whirlwind of extreme stress, extreme celebration, repeat. 
Wel l we made it together, and we made unlikely and close friendships in the meantime. Creating the half pages, I had the distinct honor 
of being one of the first people to get to type MD after your names in a publication. Wh ile doing this, I realized that we are still as muc 
of a mixed bag as the day we walked into Jefferson. But, we all walk away from Jefferson as doctors with the same center, a shared 
mantra, a common goal : the improvement of patient care. It is our privilege and ob ligation to share in that common goal, no matter 
how we approach it. Our education here at Jefferson has been patient-focused for a reason - no matter if you go into research, 
education, private practice, public policy, or any other venue, you have the ability and the calling to improve patient care. 
Like it or r;iot, we are part of a time of great technological, economic, and social change. I urge you not to let the world happen to you, 
because the world badly needs doctors with a patient-centered focus to happen to it. I challenge you, The Jefferson Medical College 
Class of 2009, to make a patient-centered difference in the world, and I have never seen a group of individuals that I believe more 
capable. I am honored to be amongst you, and I cannot wait to see what the future holds for you. 
CONGRATU LATIONS DOCTORS! 
Amelia Jernigan 
Editor In Chief, AKA 11 The Task-Master 11 
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<~"f o.r JlO.!t;t~ 
ern 
1898 Sponsor 
Dr. Mark Graham in honor of Kartik Patel, MD 
Charles Pohl, MD & Janice Nevin, MD 
Dinesh Sharma, MD 
,'_,_, · ; 
.. . . }\ 1 Benefactor '······,p;E~?he Qepartm.ent of An~9th - ·• 9gy·· 
· 1-Herbert ~1 IE~ ... C0 MD 
The Eme~gency Medicin Depa'rtment 
B~rn~JdLepez, .MD 
Richara··~ind .· .. ·. ····· inda Moskowitz 
Mf. and l\/lt . Ra · ~.itz 
Jeseph SpeigeJ~ '79 
Dr. Louis Weinstein, C@air ~m:~rtme 
·· · Obstetrics and G ~:, .. ogy · 
Honored Patr 
VincentT. Armenti, MD, PhD 
Jerome M. Cotler, MD 
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Doll 
Mr. and Mrs. John Greenwood 
Gerald Isenberg, MD 
Peter and Mary Martin 
Jaculynn Panuska . 
Kemal Mericli and StellaL. Sm'e 
1.· Friend of the Clinic 
Sh.amsul and Shaheena Abedin 
Chr:isflne'' Arenson,.M.· D, JMC '90 in honor of Edward McGehee, MD 
· • ....... · Thomas and Deborah Campfield 
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Dickinson 
James and Maryellen Madden 
Kyong Bin Park, MD 
~~191-.~~tt- ~ .);WM' 
fP' 
y. ~~tJI · ...... 
~~,~~~Wi~W. ~ 
-..\Wf(~~~ T 
w ~.. y T W ~.~ .. 
. 
'~"<ih. 
The Faculty and Staff 
Of the 
Department of Microbiology 
& Immunology 
Congratulates 
The Class of 2009 
Tim L. Manser, PhD 
Plimpton-Pugh Professor 
and Chair 
leff:ersn.n medinal @n.llege @lass n.£ 2009 
®o.ngratulatio.ns llo.nto.rs! 
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• Medical Reference 
· Text & Review Books 
• Medical Supplies 
· Uniforms & Lab Coats 
· Anatomical Models 
·Jefferson Clothing 
·School & Office Supplies 
· Software & PDAs 
· Computer Supplies 
· Gift Items 
· Recognition Gifts 
· Graduation Gifts 
·Greeting Cards 
• Film Developing 
· Gift Certificates 
JEFFERSON 
UNIVERSITY 
PHYSICIANS 
THE FACULTY PRACTICE PLAN 
OF 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
CONGRATULATES 
THE 
JMC 
GRADUATING 
CLASS OF 2009 
Medical and Health 
Science Bookstore IJ Jefferson™ 1009 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 215-955-7922 • Fax: 215-923-1844 
Toll Free: 1-888-TJU-BOOK 
Redefining Healthcare Education www.jefferson.edu/bookstore 
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
JiYIC C1ass 0£ 
2009 
Con..gratu.la~ion..s! ! 
From. 
The I>i"'Vi..sio:n.. 0£ 
A:n..a-toin..y 
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS TO THE CLASS OF 2009 
Drs. Abraham and Rattner and the Curriculum Committee 
The Department of 
Family & Community Medicine 
Congratulates 
Jefferson Medical College 
Class of 2009 
DEIRDRE., CIR&Remu1em11Rs 
DR !llUR 
GRRDURmlDR 
mime 11aE 
fRIPJ !llUR 
fRPJll!I. 
We tJ.,re 5(! rr(!Vt~ (JI i;(!Vt Cf.,n~ Cf.,[[ 
i;(J-vtr tJ.,CC(Jf'n?lishrnents (!Ver t!i.e 
[tJ.,st l(J-vtr i;etJ.,r5. We wish i;(Jvi 
rnvich [(Jve tJ.,n~ htJ.,??ine55 tJ.,5 i;(J-vt 
'be1in the next chtJ.,?ter (JI i;(Jvir 
rne~ictJ.,[ CtJ.,reer. 
L(Jve i;(J-vt t(Jn5! 
J)tJ.,~, Jy{(Jf'n, Nick, k J tJ.,n~ 
°b(J-vt l~er-I r(Jn 
(?ancpatu!atfc:n-zj fltetaria 
anl the entite g([jj ao 2009 
~eat oututej ate waitinr ~ 
~t each ao yau melicd jChaal achzevetj. 
f?a&, 2anao/ g /-}an Afeal 
5.29.2009 
Congratulations 
Dr. Kathleen Zendell 
and her classmates 
Dear Lyn, 
l"m so proud of you . Your warmth and 
compassion will brighten the lives of all 
those who come to know you. Much 
success in the future and remember 
always, how much you are loved . 
Congratulations . 
Love, 
Mom 
~9.H-d 
'l'liere is no greater joy for a 
yaren t, t fian to see tli.eir cfii[c[ 
rea[ize liis yotentia[ 
:May .Jl[[a fi continue to sfiower 
:His b[essings upon you, 
a.nayour famify. 
Con;yatalationS and />1Uc/7 !Clrl'e, 
Mol'>1, J>ad, Matt and J('akn 
BEST WISHES TO THE JEFFERSON 
MEDICAL COLLEGE CLASS OF 2009 
Faculty and Staff· 
of the 
Department of Otolaryngology-
Head and Neck Surgery 
William Keane, MD. 
Professor and Chairman 
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' tVe'll admit it, we were worried 
when you took the plunge. 
There are big challenges 
in Med School. It's a lot of hard work. 
There are obstacles 
to overcome, 
And mountains to climb. 
But though it may have felt D . . k 
. . rownmg 111 wor , 
like you were boxed m, 
But managed to enjoy 
life while you were at it. 
You kept your 
eyes on the prize, 
Stuck in a hole you 
couldn 't get out of, 
And now you've got the 
whole world at your feet. 
You didn't hide from 
the challenge .. You met it head on. You worked hard, 
Welles, 
So this may be the end of your time 
at Jefferson. But we see it as the 
beginning of wonderful things. 
We are so proud of you 
and everything ye .a 've 
accomplished. 
With enormous love, 
Mom, Dad, 
Lulu, and Valerie 
216 South llth Street, Philadelphia (Between Wab1ut and Locust on llth) 215-922-3427 
Food and Drink 
Kitchen and ba1• open llain to 2am eve1·y clay! 
Daily food and cocktail special including: 
L.IJTE .!VITE H.IJPPr HOUR! 
llp1n to l:30am Smulay tluu Thursday 
$5 dmnestic pitche1·s $3 well ch·inks 
$3 btugers $3 cheesesteaks .25 cent wings 
P.IJST.11 .NIGH'I'EJ!9ERr W"ED.NSD.llr! 
Caes£11· Salad, Ga1·lic Bread and your 
clioice of 8.fi·es/1 pasta dis/1es. $9.95 
Open 7 days a week! 
What's Up 
.JltDoc's? 
QUIZO-FltEE! 
every W ednesclay 
HD T.V. for all 
spo1-ti.11g events 
.. Hith gametime 
S}lecials! 
Dancing! 
Billia1•cls ltoom! 
Music 
One of tbe City's P1·emie1· 
Venues, Showcasing 
Philadelpbia's Hottest 
Bancls and Entertaine1•s! 
93.3 WMMR & .Jaxon's 
Local Shots Live 
Eve1·y Tuesday Night 
Showcasing The Areas 
best talent 
3 Flom·s ofFoocl ancl Ftut! 
Having you as a son is one of the most beautiful gifts life has given us. We are so proud of you 
and your accomplishments. May you always be as a strong and gentle as you are today. We love 
you beyond all words and we promise to love you beyond all time. 
With much pride and deep respect, 
Mom, Dad, Sara, Jonathan & Stone 
CoYJ_!Jratufations to the Melicaf Cof{e_!Je Cfass of 2009 
Jeff ersonTM 
Kimmel a·ll9!lr<'.Tu• 
~rom the ~acuft:J anl Staff of the 
1<.immef Cancer Center at Jefferson 
1<Jcharl (J. Pesteff 1vf. fJ., Ph. fJ. 
fJi rector 
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Congratulations to the 
Class of 2009 
from 
Stephen C. Peiper, M.D. 
and 
the Department of Pathology, 
Anatomy and Cell Biology 
Tb tkeClar: ef 200J 
~rfJHt tke 
MEDICAL STAFF' OF' 
WILLS, EYE INSTIT'UT'E 
21 7 
DEAR ADAM, 
WE KNOW 
HOW HARD YOU'VE WORKED 
TO 
GET TO THIS DAY 
HOW DEEP YOUR DREAMS 
RUN 
HOW BRIGHT YOUR FUTURE 
SHINES 
AND 
8KSTWlSli:KS 
f~ftl TltB: fAGUL.T"Y Alit> STAff 
Of ntB: OEP A~TIIB:liT Of 
U~L.<>0¥ 
HOW MUCH YOU DESERVE TO 
BE 
CELEBRATED 
833 Chestnut Street, Suite 703 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Administrative Office 
215-955-6961 
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WEARESOPROUDOFYOU Patient Office 
215-955-1000 
Best of luck to the 
Class of 2009 
From the 
Office of Student Affairs 
and Career Counseling 
We wish you continued 
success. 
The Chairman and Faculty 
of the Department of Surgery 
Extend best wishes and congratulations to 
the Class of 2009 
"Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn." 
-Benjamin Franklin 
Congratulations 
to the 
Class of 2009 
from the 
Faculty and Staff of the 
Depart01ent of Rehabilitation Medicine 
Patient Office 
25 South 9th Street 
215-955-1200 
John L. Melvin, MD 
Chair and Michie Professor 
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ROTHMAN 
' I 
The Delaware Valley's 
Most Trusted Nanie in 
Orthopaedics. 
SPECIALISTS IN : 
• HIP & KNEE • FOOT & ANKLE 
• SPINE • HAND & WRIST 
• SPORTS MEDICINE • PHYSICAL MEDICINE 
• SHOULDER & ELBOW & REHABILITATION 
# 7 in Orthopaedics! 
1.888 .309.5566 
www. roth man institute.com 
CENTER CITY at Jefferson I NE PHllADELPHIA I MEDIA I KING OF PRUSSIA I SOUTH PHllADELPHIA I VOORHEES, NI 
EGG HARBOR TOWNSHIP, NI I MANAHAWKIN, NI 
@n.nl}tatulatinns to. the 
l~@ @lass n.£ 2009 
if resident ~arnhi and 
Seninr lQI££iners 
t:_JL, 
To The Class of 2009 -
Congratulations and Best Wishes To Some 
High Profile and Very Brainy People 
From the faculty and staff of the 
Department of Radiology of 
Jefferson Medical College 
TM~~ ~s rutd d<9U?~ ~@VJ 
raswa~ rutd str~ W0 MOJ:k 
~@VJ dreiliv1J ~tr~. ~@U, W0 
Cf@sse,d ~-tires~ tW.t Mar~~ 
rasse110 ~r@WV~ r~ C90tiv ®~ 
rractlc0 ~~art~ Med~. ~ 
G-<9d q~ ~@U, rutd eee ~@U, ~©iJf ~ 
qratlt~ ~ ~uiq ~st©-~~~ ~@VJ a&ilfus. W0 wv0 ~<9U- ckar~ rutd 
~~ Oa~ rr©Wi ~ ~<9U- @+ti~ sr~ ~. 
--PapC1. WLruAa. A~. V~. ~ Cecili11 
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Cmqr~t© 
T~ CWss ~ Z009 
On behalf of the Faculty and Staff 
of the 
Department of Psychiatry and 
Human Behavior 
cONGF{ATUlATIONS 
AND I3E5T wISI--lE.S 
TOTI-IE 
cLA.SS OF 2009 
We hope you enjoy your careers as physicians 
as much as we have enjoyed teaching and 
learning with you. 
Michael J. Vergare, MD 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2009 
from 
The Department of Neurology 
, 
From caring for teeth on Park Avenue in the '20's to tending to fami lies in Germantown in the 
'60's to healing hearts in East Falls in the '90's: you are now the fourth generation of our family 
in this noblest of professions. Your family could not be prouder of your successes, Ziggy, 
and the devoted, thoughtful manner in which you already carry on this tradition 
•ll,111 1 ~•·· 
~M\am an1d: 1larr1 
Dad (Class af 1112) and 
'Riilja•1La1-,1-, .. 1_1~ ~ -.1U 1& 1 11 I&, 
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Dr. Karla A. Hirshorn, M.D. 
Dear Karla, 
Congratulations on your top 10 ranking and induction into 
Alpha Omega Alpha! Best wishes in your future career! 
All our love, 
Dad, Mom, Teah & Grandma 
W03' 
The Great Physician 
And great crowds came to Him, bringing with them the lame, the blind, the crippled, the mute, and many others, 
and they put them at His ftet, and He healed them, so that the crowd wondered, when they saw the mute speaking, 
the crippled healthy, the lame walking, and the blind seeing. And they glorijzed the God ef Israel. 
"For I know the plans I have for you," 
declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you 
and not to harm you, plans to give you 
hope and a future." 
Jeremiah 29:11 
Matthew 15:.30-.31 
Dearest Karla, 
As I look back over these past four years, I want to thank you for all 
you've done as a wife and medical student. Attempting to find a 
balance between the grueling demands of medical school and family 
life has been tough, but you've persisted and with God's grace have 
done so with a kind heart and gentle spirit. Your focus has always 
been to be the finest doctor possible, and at the same time you've 
been more of a godly "wifey" than I could have imagined. I haven't 
done so enough, but I thank God and you for that. You are fantastic! 
As a doctor, wife and in all areas of life, continue to glorify God in all 
you do. I look forward to the "role reversal" we're about to play and 
can only pray I will handle things as well as you have. Congratulations 
on your graduation! 
Love, your "woobie," 
Elliot © 
THE CHAIRMAN AND FACULTY OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGICAL 
SURGERY 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
CLASS OF 2009 
Learning is a treasure which accompanies its owner everywhere. 
John K. Ratliff, MD, FACS 
James S. Harrop, MD, F ACS 
Jon Glass, MD 
Ashwini D. Sharan, MD 
Chinese Proverb 
Robert H. Rosenwasser, MD, F ACS, F AHA 
Professor and Chairman 
Department of Neurological Surgery 
David W. Andrews, MD, F ACS 
James J. Evans, MD 
Pascal Jabbour, MD 
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Congratulations Dr. Hermes 
"Nothing happens unless first a dream" (quote from Carl Sandberg). Four years ago medial school was your dream. 
You had a vision of what you wanted to accomplish and the determination to make it happen. You were not 
intimidated by the monumental financial and intellectual commitment, not deterred by the lonely separation from love 
and family, nor overcome by the vastness of the distance from Pacific to Atlantic. You were guided by your faith and 
commitment to God, to your special relationship with Adam, and to your family. You survived by breaking down the 
whole overwhelming process into manageable milestones and excelled as you 
sped past each one of them. You have made new friends, got engaged 
to your lifelong love, and excelled in your understanding of the 
Medical Arts. 
We are proud and thrilled by your accomplishments. 
We are humbled by your determination and dedication. 
We are honored to call you Doctor Hermes. 
Congratulations and love, 
Adam, Mom, Dad, Mindy, Dylan, and Grandma. 
Best Wishes 
to the Graduating 
Class of 2009 
Congratulations 
Dr. Osborne and 
the Class of 2009! 
From the Faculty and 
Staff of the Division of 
Nephrology, 
Department of Medicine 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, & Greg 
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Dr. Laura Johnson Reinmiller 
It's hard to believe that 4 years have 
passed since your white coat 
ceremony. We are so very proud of 
your accomplishments. Enjoy your 
years at Wills -- you earned them! 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Congratulations and best wishes 
for the future, 
Frederick John. 
Mom and Dad. 
Michael! 
Congratulations on your noteworthy achievement in 
fulfilling your dreams on becoming a doctor. 
The Pride we feel in you is overflowing and in knowing 
that you will now be known as: 
Michael A. Fishman, M.D. 
Much success for the future. 
Love Always, 
Dad & Carol 
227 
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CliaTl(Je your '!J'inions 
'lCeey your yrinc!f'fes; 
ChantJe your leaves 
'lCeey intact your roots. Victor 'J[VfJO 
It's official: You are now 
Jeffrey Michael Guarino, *'MD. 
Congratulations on your achievements 
and in your choice of specialty. The 
world awaits your talents, your 
sensitivity and your compassion. You 
manifest God's love with all you do; we 
couldn't be prouder. Love, Mom & Dad 
229 
Dear Kate, 
You told Dad your decision to become a doctor 
when you were in seventh grade. 
Since middle school you have set your goals 
and achieved top academic levels. 
You have accomplished more in your school 
years and collegiate levels than most people 
have achieved in a 
lifetime (academics, 
sports, performing arts 
and community activity). 
Congratulations Doctor! 
Love, 
Dad and Mom 
Geoffrey, 
We are so proud of you! 
You are going to be a wonderfully 
compassionate doctor. 
We love you, 
Mom, Dad, Jordan, Nadina, and Hallie! 
D EAR IRACIHE L, 
CONGIRATUILATilONJS ON! VOUR GRADUATITON 
IFIR0 1M .J E FFJERSONi W E ARIE 50 iP'ROUD OF 
VOU AND VOUR IHARD WORK ITN MIEDilCA L 
SCIHOOL, 
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LOVIE YOU VIEIRV MUCH, 
M oM& D AD 
Michael, 
We wish you every happiness that 
life can bring your way. Your good 
nature, easy going attitude, integrity, 
family and friends will sustain you 
through out your lifetime. That you 
have graduated medical school 
speaks for itself. As your 
grandmother Brown always said, 
"You are a good boy." Continue to 
make good choices. 
Love, Mom, Dad and Marianne 
Congratulations Dr. Jennifer Coats! 
We are awed by all you have 
accomplished and so proud to see 
you reach this goal. Your future 
burns bright! 
Love always, 
Mom and Dad. 
Congratulations! Karen A. Hoerst, 
M.D. We are so very proud of you 
and we celebrate your success in 
becoming a doctor. This was 
always a dream of yours and we 
want to thank you for letting us be 
a part of making your dream come 
true. As you graduate f ram 
medical school, we wish you the 
best of luck, health, and 
happiness_ We hope that you do 
well and we hope that you "do 
good"_ 
With love, 
Mom&~ Dad 
Diane&~ Ron 
Dear Chris, 
Congratulations on realizing your childhood 
dream of becoming a physician. You've 
accomplished so much, but we know that this is 
just the beginning. As a son, big brother, and 
now doctor, you've given your best to us and to 
others around you. For this, we love and 
appreciate you, and are proud of all of your well-
deserved achievements. 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Jun, Leanne 
Congratulations 
to the Class of 2009 
Jefferson Medical College! 
"Taken along with our successes, 
failure can teach us what we are good 
at and what we are not, what we enjoy 
and what we hate. Once we know 
that, we can use those huge frontal 
lobes God gave us to better plan our 
lives." 
,_ Ben Carson, MD 
Tina and Mick Jernigan 
Proud Parents of Amelia J emigan 
We wish you success and satisfaction 
in your lives and in your profession. 
Department of Molecular Physiology 
and Biophysics 
Thomas Butler, Ph.D. 
Masumi Eto, Ph.D. 
John Flynn, Ph.D. 
Richard Horn, Ph.D. 
Rosario Scalia, M.D., Ph.D. 
Marion Siegman, Ph.D. 
Marilyn Woolkalis, Ph.D. (deceased) 
Ji-fang Zhang, Ph.D. 
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SlllCrKtiBJ t"Yf' 
OE.All JAfils s a xiinfilAllf' :Plin 
Allt> TliK fAGOLT"Y Allt> STAff 
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The Faculty and Staff 
of the 
Department of Medicine 
Congratulate 
The Class of 2009 
Best Wishes for 
Continued Success 
Arthur M. Feldman, MD, PhD 
Magee Professor and Chairman 
Department of Medicine 
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The Faculty and Staff of the 
Department of 
Medical Oncology 
Congratulate and Off er 
Our Best Wishes to The 
Class of 2009 
Congratulations to the Class of 2009 
from the 
Office of Diversity & Minority Affairs 
Diversity Initiatives at Jefferson: 
Black Heritage Month 
Diversity Week 
Latin Heritage Month 
Expressions of Asia 
Community Service 
Future DOCs 
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THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
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THE DEAN AND FACULTY OF 
JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE 
ARE PROUD TO SALUTE 
OUR GRADUATES 
THE CLASS OF 2009 
COfi~ATUL.ATIOfi.S TO 
JKSSIGA fill OAvIO.sofi, fdtl 
"You l\IA~E us so :Pt«>UD. 
L.Ov~ 
fdO~ 0.At>, ()aELSE"Y AfiO L.IA. 
Best of luck to 
the Class of 2009! 
Gregory C. Kane, MD and the 
Educational Programs Office, 
Department of Medicine 
The Division of 
Gastroenterology and 
Hepatology 
offers its congratulations 
to the outstanding 
Class of 2009 
BESTWilSHES 
To TlHE CLASS OF 200~ 
fRONl THE .fACULTY AND 
STAFF 
DIEPART MENlT OF 
IlJERMATOlOGY ANID 
CuTANJEous B rroLo,Gv 
JOUJINil UHTTO. MD. PHJD 
PROFESSOR AINIJD CHA JR 
ftRB•·ttita~lft--­
,. .... , - -
-
1\.l.IC:1:, 
\\11: 1.0\'I: ~rcu 1\.NI) 1\.HI: \'1:1~~, 
1,1~cu1' 01= ~rcu. 
MOM 1\.NI) 1)1\.I) 
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le££ersn.n. medioal @n.lle1f e 
Alumni Association 
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This certifies that The C9lass of 2009 having 
been graduated at Jefferson medical C9ollege in 
2009 is a Life member of the Association. 
THE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION OF 
THE JEFFERSON 
MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 
Congratulations and Welcome 
to the Newest Members 
of the Alumni Association 
Founded 1870 by Samuel D. Gross, MD, 1828 
1020 Locust Street, Suite M-41 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
215.955. 7750 
Fax: 215.923.9916 
Sincere HeaPtfelt Wisl)es 
FoP 
Success and Happiness 
Glass of 200 9 
From 
DP. Glara A. eallal)an 
'll)e billian H. Brent Dean of Students and Admissions 
DP. Elizaootl) Y. Brooks 
To Our Boy, 
r>irectoP of Admissions 
And 
'll)e Staff of tl)e Office of Admissions 
JeffePS<>n ]Vledical Gollege 
We have always been so happy to have you as our son. In a 
house that was only filled with women, I was excited when we 
brought you home from the hospital. I thought - finally, a 
reinforcement! (I hope your mother finds that amusing). W e 
watched you grow up from a very little boy with a big 
vocabulary, to a grown man with very big potential. Your 
mother and I are beyond proud of you, as are your sisters. 
As you begin this new phase of your life, always remember to 
appreciate your achievements but appreciate your failures just as much. You will learn the most from 
them. Treat your patients well. And please never forget that before you are a physician, you are our 
son. What you do represents values that your mother and I , 
taught you. You represent your family, so do it well. Always. 
W e are all so proud to watch you graduate today, and hope 
that you too are excited about the new experiences that will 
now begin. Your mother and I are both excited about the 
ew experience that is to begin for us - no longer having to 
ay tuition! We don't know who is happier today ! Congrats! 
Love, Paps and Mumsie. 
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<Thank you for visiting 
The Clinic 
Editor In Chief: 
Amelia Jernigan 
Staff: 
Christopher Henry 
Kristen Scully 
Michael Velez 
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